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6:otltributors
MARIE K. GRAEFF, with her late hu sband, Dr .
Arthur D. Graeff, ha been active in preservation of
Pennsylvania German Folk Culture for everal decades.
She lives in Robe onia and participate in Conrad
Weiser and Tulpehocken hi torical organizations; she
is the guiding spirit in the newly formed We t Baerricks
Fersommling. The Go chenhoppen Historians presented their 1981 award for achievement in folk cultural
studies to Marie K. Graeff.

GUY GRAYBILL of Middleburg, R.D. #3, is a World
Culture teacher whose articles on histo ry and related
subjects have appeared in eight regional or national
magazines . He wrote the preliminary script for Pennsylvania's official bicentennial record album, narrated
by Lorne Greene. Several photographs by Graybill
have recently appeared as cover illustrations for" Penn sylvania Forests" and "Pennsylvania Township News."

HENRY J. KAUFFMAN of Lanca ter, Pennsylvania,
is a veteran author on the subject of Pennsylvania
Arts and Crafts, from pewter and brass to early
American gunsmiths. Books, articles and monographs
have flowed from his pen to cover many topics.
Kauffman wrote extensively for The Dutchman in
earlier years with twenty articles to his credit. More
recently he concentrated on books. Welcome back
to our company, Henry J. Kauffman!

JOHN D . KENDIG, Manheim, PA, is a local historian,
author, after-dinner speaker and photographer with
special interest in Northern Lancaster County. He has
universal interests in furnaces and forges, Pennsylvania
barns, forestry and just plain local people. He has an
eye for hi storical scenes and artifacts; his latest book
i Lancaster County Waysides, a 1979 publication.

WILLIAM T. PARSONS, of Collegeville, PA, Editor
of PENNSYL VANIA FOLKLIFE and Directo~ of the
Pennsylvania German Program at Ursinus College, has
investigated English and American Friends and GennanAmericans in his research ·and has long been interested
in their interaction. 20 years ago he discussed Port
Royal-Philadelphia implications with Henry Cadbury.
After numerous other Penna. German and some Quaker
articles, this seemed to have matured. His PhD topic
in 1955 dealt with Isaac Norris II.

ROY W. SAUERS, of Middletown, OHIO, is retired
but busily occupied in rural Ohio, although he spent
most of his youth on a Pennsylvania German farm and
travelled locally throughout Snyder and Union Counties,
PA. He believes that a sure way to keep the old
ounds alive is to repeat them while reliving the old
experiences. He and his wife have been a devoted
couple for many decades.
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The large and small examples of copper tea kettles made by Pennsylvania
craftsmen.

Private Collection

THE PENNSYLVANIA COPPER TEA KETTLE
by HENRY J. KAUFFMAN
Pennsylvania was a much favored region by handcraftsmen who worked there from 1750 to 1850. Manufactures such as the Conestoga wagon, Stiegel glass
the Kentucky rifle and a wide range of fraktur work are
usually associated with the region. Other products of
equal importance, although little recognized , are the
articles turned out by Pennsylvania Coppersmiths.
These craftsmen operated between Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh, with a large proportion of them working in
the so-called "Dutch Country ." They made a wide
range of objects many of which are distinctly Pennsylvanian in character, but most famous and distinctive
were their copper tea kettles. Some were crafted in
adjoining New York, Connecticut, and Maryland, but
production outside Pennsylvania was minimal
Probably the most mysterious detail in the production
was its design, which one would expect to be practically
a replica of European models. And in fact, at least
three American coppersmiths: Benjamin Harbeson,
David Cummungs, and William Bailey, pictured European-designed kettles on their trade cards. These kettles
might be described as globlar except for flat bottoms
and tops for the lids Just why this European design
was discarded at an early time may never be known.
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The production of tea kettles started early in Pennsylvanja, for Peacock Bigger advertised them in the
PENNSYLV ANIA GAZETTE on June 29, 1738. To
date no products of Bigger have been found, and one
can only speculate whether hjs were in the European
style or the emerging Pennsylvania fa hion.

Advertisment of Peacock Bigger in the Pennsylvania
Gazette, 29 June 1738. Tea kettles are the first items
he mentions, possibly to emphasize their importance.

Fig . 2 tle Body.

ig. / - Body o/Gallon Glue
Pot or Tea-Ke((le.
There were two possi ble u age of the tea kettle in
colonial day; u pen ion from a cra ne, trammel. or pot
hook, none of which required a nat bottom; or placing
on a nat trivet on the hearth, a procedure which did require a nat bottom . The fact that many bottom were
worn through and a new one attached by a eam, suggests
that they were used on iron stove after they ca me into
common u e. The bottom might ha e been worn
through by use on a trivet , however, they were easily
adapted to stove use uggesting that many of them mu t
have been worn out before they were di carded.
Measured dimen sion of copper tea kettles indicate
they were made in a large range of ize , some holding
everal gallon while other were 0 small that they contained barely a pint of liquid . Tea wa not brewed in
them as their name suggests. The large size can be
ea ily explained for in large families there was certainly
a need for a goodly quantity of hot water. The precise
rea on for miniatures has never been certainly determined. There are too many of them to have been
amples, so the most logical explanation of them is that
they were made a toy. The "Dutch" are famou for
the toy they made in other media, and a mall copper
tea kettle might ea ily been a present for a little girl.
It hould al 0 be under tood that even the usual sized
one wa difficult to fabricate. The miniatures must
have taxed the copper mith' ability to it very limits.
Procedure in fa hioning any of the Pennsylvania
type were probably common practice among coppermith. The fact that they were difficult to make can
be atte ted by the writer' experience in thi matter.
The Figure are taken from THE ART OF COPPERSMITHI G, a rare book published in New York in the

1890' .

Fig. 3 - Razing Down Top
on Bullet Stake.

/

ormin Tea-Ket-

---::.:::.-~ The fir t tep was to make a c linder with parallel id
as in Figure I .
10 ing the c linder \
the \ ell-kno\\ n
joint, frequently but erroneou I known a a do e-tail
joint, more cor rectly called "Tab". The
ere ut
into one edge of the cylinder and half turned upright.
The oppo ing traight edge wa ad anced to the bottom of the tab , and the rai ed one ere hamm ered nat
again t the traight edge of the copper. Thu, half the
tab were on the inside, the other half on the out ide .
A high temperature older wa nowed through the joint,
which wa
ery trong, yet ery ne ible. Thereafter
the joint could be ignored and the cylinder regarded a
one continou heet of metal.
The top and bottom of the cylinder were then wrinkled as shown in Figure 2, and as the wrinkle were removed the portions became reduced in shape until the
body appeared a in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows how the
bottom edge was turned inward to accept the bottom.
Figure 5 shows the tabs on the bottom before it is
inserted and tabs hammered nat. Half the tabs are on
the inside the other half out ide. The same high temperature was used to join the bottom to the body of the
kettle.
A very high-temperature solder was needed for to
"tin" or cover the inside with a thin coating of tin, the
whole kettle had to be heated to the melting point of tin,
approximately 400 degrees Fahrenheit. If high-temperature solder had not been used in forming the kettle, it
obviously would have fallen apart at this stage. The
molten tin was wiped around the inside of the body
until the entire surface was covered, being held with the
device shown in Figure 6. After the body was covered
the excess molten metal was poured out. All copper
culinary objects had to be "tinned" to prevent the

Fig. 4 - Turning Lag on
Bottom Stake.
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Fig. 6 Fig. 5 - Putting in Bottom .

Clamp for Holding Tea-Kettle while
Being Tinned.
Working

coo ked co ntents from having a trace of co pper taste.
Figure 7 i the tow u ed to pread the tin around the inide.
Figure 8 shows a man plani hing ( moothing) the
outer urface of the kettle . Thi operation wa neces ary becau e the urface of the kettle wa greatly di storted during fabrication. Figure 9 demon trates the
way the lid wa "rai ed" into a block of wood held
firmly in a vi e. A round-ended chi el, hown in Figure
10 wa u ed to make the di vi ion harp between the two
area of the lid . Thi procedure wa usuall y omitted in
the making of Penn ylva nia ketll e. The cut-away
drawing details the co mplete con truction of the lid in
Figure II . The pattern for the pout i illu trated in
Figure 12. Figure 13 shows the forming of th e pout
on a take. To prevent kinking in the forming proces ,
the pout i filled with lead as in Figure 14. The pout
is bent in Figure 15. The fini hed kettle i hown in
Figure 16, however , all Penn ylvania kettle have a
strap handle in tead of a tubular one as hown. The
strap handle is a very important di tinguishing part of
Pennsylvania kettles.
Finally, it hould be noted that many of these copper
tea kettles can be positively identified a product of
Pennsylvania coppersmiths, because many of them are
signed on the handles. In the eighteenth century the
craftsmen used an intaglio stamp which usually contained only their name; but in the nineteenth century
names were imprinted with individual block letters with
their address sometimes included .
Following is the listing of copper miths who worked
in Pennsylvania, abstracted from AMERICAN COPPER
AND BRASS, by this writer.

arne

Adams, David
Apple, Jacob
Apple, Philip
Attlee, William
Babb,John
Babb, Mathias
Babb , Samuel
Bailey, William
Ball, William
Barton, William
Bentley, John
Bintzel, Daniel
Bintzel, William
Booth , Henry
Bradley, Keighler
Brotherton, E.
Brown, Thoma
Buchanan, Jame
Burker , Henry
Cathcart, William
Chandler, Philip
Chessen, George
Christ, John
Clark, Forbes
Clippinger, George
Cook,John
Cooke, J.
Cropley, John
Crowell, Peter
Cummings, William
Curry, Jame
Davis & Wiley

Place

Date

York, Pa
Philadelphia
West Chester
Lancaster, Pa.
Reading
Reading
Reading
York
Philadelphia
Lanca ter
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Franklin Co.
Reading
Lancaster
Philadelphia
Pitt burgh
Reading
Reading
Lanca ter
Philadelphia
Reading
Harrisburg
Franklin Co .
Philadelphia
Cuyahoga Falls
Philadelphia
Lancaster
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Pitt burgh

1783
1852
1826
1795
1816
1796
1818
1792
1729
1830
1850
1852
1852
1821
1813
1806
1852
1818
1856
1816
1816
1811
1798
1816
1821
1810
1837
1852
1816
1790
1795
1837

Fig . 8
Plani hing TeaKettle Side.

Fig . 7 - Tow- Wisp Used in Tinning.

/
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Fig. 9 up f or Making
Boss on Co ver.

-I
j
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Dawson R. N .
Dehuff, Henry
Delan cy, John
Delch,John
Dickey, Isaah
Dickey, Robert
Diller, S.
Doughty , Robert
DUff, Jacob
Eicholtz, Jacob
Ei senhut, Andrew
Ei senhut, John
Fahs, Tobias
Fisher, Charles
Foos, Jacob
Fordney, John
Fraily, Benjamin
Gable, Jacob
Gallagher, Miles
Gaw, Chambers
Gaw, Gilbert
Gemperling, D. D.
Gerber, P.
Getz, George
Getz, John
Getz, Peter
Gillespie, Charles
Gormly & M'Miliin
Graff, Joseph
Graham, Francis
Grauel, Daniel
Grimes, James
Haldane, James

,

.l

\'
I

Pittsburgh
Lancaster
Carli sle
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Lancaster
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Lancaster
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
York County
York
Lancaster
Lancaster
Lancaster
Lancaster
Philadelphia
York
Philadelphia
Lancaster
Lancaster
Lancaster
Lancaster
Lancaster
Franklin Co.
Pittsburgh
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Philadelphia

o

Q

Fig. 10 - Collar Tool.

I

~

1837
t816
1796
1840
1837
1837
1848
1800
1800
1802
1800
1811
1833
1832
1869
1869
1830
1843
1800
1790
1800
1848
1848
1843
1817
1817
1807
1837
1852
1800
1811
1837
1765

Hammett C. Miles
Hamsher (Widow)
Harberger, Henry
Harbeson, Benjamin
Harbeson, Joseph
Harbeson, Joseph
Harley, Francis
Harley, G. & F.
Heiss , Goddard
Hei ss , Wm. Jr.
Heller, Henry
Helmuth, Alexander
Henry, Alexander
Henry, Robert
Henry, William
Heyser, Jacob
Howard & Ridgers
Hubley, Fredrick
Hubley, Samuel
Humbert, Andrew
Ihling, William
Johnson, John
Keefer, J. & F.
Keiffer, C.
Keller & Sheriff
Kepner, William
Kepner & McKnight
Kower, John
Krause, Franklin
Lackey, Edward
Leacock, William
Lee, William
LeFrentz, Geo.

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Lancaster
Philadelphia
Franklin Co.
Pittsburg
Lebanon Twn.
Lancaster
Pittsburgh
Lancaster
Cumberland Co.
Pittsburgh
Lancaster
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Kutztown
Bethlehem
Reading
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
York

1840
1812
1811
1765
1800
1810
1840
1811
1852
1852
1840
1800
1800
1803
1800
1821
1837
1796
1780
1819
1845
1807
1837
1848
1837
1819
1819
1841
1860
1798
1840
1852
1790

.--£..-..

Fig. 12 - Pattern for Spout.

Fig. J J - Broken View of Col/ar and R in[J.
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Fig. 13 - Working
the Throat Down.

Fig. 14 - Spout Filled with Lead.

Working

Name

Lehman, B. E.
Levan, Jacob
Lind ay, Da vid
Lowry, John
Lyne,John
Luckenback, William
Lyne, Robert
McBride
M'Calmond, James
M'Cauley, John
McCoy, Neil
Malbreau, Anthony
Megee, George
Mengel, S. & Son
Meyers, Ashmore
Miller, Jacob
Miltenberger, George
Minshall , Thomas
Morrison, John
Nailer, John
Noble, James
Oat, George
Oat, Israel
Oat, Jesse
Oat, Joseph
Oat, Joseph & Son
O'Bryon, Benjamin
O'Neil, Robert
Orr, Robert
Peterman, John
Peters & Co.
Peterson, L. & P . Co.

Place

Pine Grove
Reading
Carli Ie
Easton
Harrisburg
Bethlehem
Philadelphia
Harri burg
York
Philadelphia
York County
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Reading
Philadelphia
Harrisburg
Pittsburgh
Middletown
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Lancaster
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

Fig. 15 - Bending Spout Over
Lead Piece.
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Dale

1860
1817
1792
1824
1814
1825
1800
1811
1793
1790
1794
1800
1852
1868
1785
1820
1811
1802
1790
1785
1840
1852
1852
1800
1840
1852
1840
1825
1800
1830
1811
1837

Philadelphia
Potter, James
Reading
Price, Jacob
Philadelphia
Read , W.
Reading
Ream, Davis, B.
Reed, Robert
Lancaster
Reifsnyder , Jonas
Baumstow n
Rei lly, Charles
Philadelphia
Reiga rt , Henry
Lancaster
Rink , Mill er H.
Philadelphia
Roberts, Israel
Philadelphia
Roberts, John
Philadelphia
Rogers, G.
Lancaster
Rulon , Jane
Philadelphia
Rulom , William P.
Philadelphia
Scaife, W. B. & W . Pittsburgh
Schaum, Benj a min
Lancaster
Schaum, Peter
Lancaster
Schaum, Philip
Lancaster
York
Schlosser, George
Schlosser, P erry D.
York
Schoenfelder, John Reading
Seffron, George
York
Reading
Shenfelder , Alsop
Sheriff, Adam & JohnPittsburgh
Philadelphia
Simmons, John
New Holland
Smith& Ream
Swatara Twp.
Snyder, Peter
Philadelphia
Steel, Peter
Steinman, Fredrick Lancaster
Stoehr, Daniel
Hanover
Strickler, Isaac
Philadelphia
Thomas, Jack
Harrisburg
Thompson , John B. Harrisburg

Fig. 16 - Finished Tea-Kettie.

1790
1836
1840
1867
1795
1860
1800
1803
1840
1800
1852
1848
1852
1852
1837
1792
1790
1792
1856
1856
1813
1789
1838
1815
1852
1829
1820
1717
1780
1850
1811
1814
1814

Lamp filler made of sheet copper in Pennsylvania.
The handle is aI/ached with rivets and the spout with
hard solder.

Kauffman Collection

Rococo trade card of Benjamin Harbeson,
famous coppersmith working in Philadelphia
from 1766 until 1800.
Titton, Fred
Tophan, Reuben
Town, John
Town, John
Trisler, George
Trissler & Ehler
Trueman, James
Tryon, George
Upperman, John
Weidly, John
Weitzel, George
Weitzel, Jacob
West, Jacob
Whitaker, Robert
Whitman, Jonathan
Wiley & Davis
Wilso n , John
Winstanly, James
Winter , Jonathan
Wood, Ingham
Wright, James
Wright, Malcolm
Yarnell, Eller
Yeates, Edmmund
Youse, George

Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Lancaster
Lancaster
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Lancaster
Lancaster
Lancaster
Lancaster
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Reading
Pi ttsburgh
East Penn Twp.
Philadelphia
York Co.
Lancaster
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Harrisburg

1811
1800
1800
1813
1820
1813
1790
1800
1811
1803
1830
1830
1840
1811
1802
1837
1824
1717
1788
1825
1785
1800
1785
1811
1800
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"OUR CAMP AND SOLDIERS LIFE"
(1861-65)
Edited by JOHN D. KENDIG

It was quite a change from peaceful farm life in
Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, to the rugged dangerous life of a soldier in the American Civil War.
Chambers Gibble of Penn Township, was one of the
men who made the change successfully. He was
fortunate to be able to return hale and hearty at the
end of the war.
Gibble enlisted for three years in Company B, 79th
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry Regiment, on 5 September, 1861, and re-enlisted in 1864. He was mustered
out of service in Veteran status, with his regimental
mates on 12 July, 1865. Indeed, Colonel Henry A.
Hambright's 79th Regiment was almost exclusively

8

recruited in Lancaster County; only Company 0,
rai ed in Washington County, Pa., was the exception. The 77th Pennsylvania, 78th Pennsylvania and
79th Pennsylvania Regiments combined to form a
Brigade under General Jame S. Negley. They fought
as a unit for some time. This regiment served under
Sherman, Grant and Buell in the West as a part of
the Army of the Cumberland.
Battle in which the 79th was engaged, included
Stone River, Chickamauga and Chattanooga in Tennessee, and Atlanta and Kenesaw Mountain in Georgia
under Sherman. Soldiers of the 79th Regiment had
rammed into Goldsboro and Raleigh, North Carolina,
when they heard news of eventual final surrender of
Confederate General Joseph John ton . The entire division to which the 79th belonged, marched north at
the end of fighting, through both Richmond and Washington, the two capital of the war. The war ended
and Gibble finally in receipt of his di charge on 12
July 1865, the veteran found he wa able to return
to his work on the David Hershey Farm "Quiet
Dale" just east of Manheim.
Soon after Chambers Gibble entered the war, he
was engaged in the Western Campaign.

01 F '10 J liE \\AH

THE LETTER

Camp evin
Harding County,
Kentucky
Friend Benjamin:
It i not as cold here as in old Lancaster County.
We have a good many thundergusts. Last Saturday
night it struck in one tent and wounded two lieutenant badly , and rained 0 that we laid next morning
in the water. Last week we had our first target
hooting. First round I shot second best. I was best
with the two balls. Today we had our seco nd firing
with one ball. I hit near the center and split the
board in pieces. The distance was 150 yards. So
much for down Dixie land in me old Kentucky Home
far away.
Since I wrote you, we left Pittsburg and traveled
down the Ohio River 700 miles to Louisville, Ken tucky.
Next morning we marched through the city then 2
miles out to Camp Lyons. We truck tents. Next
morning we got orders to march, came back to Louisville, stayed there till next day. At 6 o'clock at night
we left and traveled in cars 52 miles till 3 o'clock
next morning. We slept on the ground till daylight ,
then marched one mile to Camp Nevin . We are here
3 weeks on a beautiful country, good water, plenty of
wood, the land is as good as Lancaster County, no
stones, neither has the farmers any barns. Good horses,
fat hogs, good cattle, good orchards, good fences,
good corn but they don't cut it as some has not been
husked yet. They don't make any manure . They have
the straw all in the fields on heaps.
Now I will give you our camp and soldiers life.
For breakfast, three crackers, for dinner one pint of
bean soup, for supper 2 crackers and a small piece

"We are all under command of General Sherman. "
of beef. Eveni ng and morning 1 pint of coffee.
often wish for to be with you at eating times.
Our tent i with straw - 6 in one tent; each a blanket,
our knapsack for a pillow, and a pumpkin for our
candlestick. There are 40,000 soldiers here from
Penna., Ohio, Kentucky, Minnesota. 15 miles from
here are the Iowa boys. They had a fight yesterday
and whipt them completely. We were all ready to go
to their backi ng but were not needed. They killed
400 and wounded 400, took 1,000 prisoners. Our
pickets come in every day with Rebel prisoners. They
put them to Louisville jail I think we must march
before long to Green River, 40 miles from here to
attack General Buckner.
You will hear good news
from the Lancaster County Boys.
There are many accidents here. Last week one shot
off his hand and another his finger - all with cartridges.
We are all under command of General Sherman.
You ought to see his battery. He will make the
rebels wool fly. I must go on guard. I am in good
health and all the Manheim boys, except Henry Kreider
and Geo. Zell. The last they sent to Louisville Hospital.
your friend
Chambers Gibble

[Letter sent in care of Capt. Miles
in Col. Hambright's Regiment.]
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"The next we had was at Chatanooga .. . "
Camp Cooper
Shelbyville, Tenn .
Jan . 20, 1862
Friend Benjamin:
I take the liberty in writing to give you all our camp
and soldier li fe. We are now at Shelbyvi lle, 60 miles
from Columbia, on a pleasa nt spo t near the Duck
River. Here are many Union citizens. They bring us
plenty to eat. Corn bread is 5 cents for a small
piece. Everything is wherry dear. Butter is 20 cents
a pound and loaf bread 40 cents. But it was something
new for us. The first two days we eat hearty , but
we found soon out that it will not do us any good.
I did get sick myself for a few days. We aren't
used to so a good or rich eating.
I think you see n in the paper, the two hard marches
we had, we traveled since the middle of May, over
500 miles, over montain s and rivers. We crossed the
Cumberland Mountains two times - 20 miles broad.
Lookout Mountain 2 times - 18 miles broad . Wade
many rivers - one we had to wade by night at 11
o 'clock. We had to sleep for three weeks without
tents, rocks for our beds, often a stone for our
pillow, in rain and thundergusts. Sometimes we had
to rise at 2 o 'clock in the morning, sometimes to stand
guard all night. I tell, you, Ben, it is hard to march
28 or 30 miles a day by such rough roads, carrying
the rifle haversack, your provisions, cartridge box with
40 rounds, canteen full of water and then stand guard
all night, and the next day to march the same. distance. I done that myself but I would never had
believed that a man could do it, but when a man 's
forced to do anything he can do much.
We had 3 skirmishes in these marches - the first
was at Rochesterville, Alabama; at the Tennessee
River we routed them, killed many as they were on
boats to cross over. They fell in the river by dozens
every time we fired. We took 20 prisoners, 20 horses;
on our side only a few were wounded . On our second
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march we had a ski rmish with 900 rebel cavelry between the 2 mountains. They were soo n in line of
battle but a few rounds from Uncle Sam 's Boys
showed them that they better show us their backs.
They went in double quick time. If they did stop
yet, I can't tell. The last we heard they were yet
retreating. We took all their provisions, ammunition,
40 swords, 20 double barrel guns, blankets, canteens,
haversacks, 40 priso ners, 40 horses. We took their
campground for our night' s rest.
The next we had was at Chatanooga on the line
of Tenn. and Alabama and Georgia. We came at
about 11 o'clock. We rested and took our dinner.
At 3:00 o'clock we left and went to the river. Soon
they fired at us but we soon answered them back,
till night. The next morning, Sunday, they opened
fire again, but we answered them again, but soon
they silenced their guns. The city was on fire at three
different places. A 24 pounder came just over my
head . I looked at one of my partners in the face.
The first time we laughed but soon another one came
a little nearer, but I tell you it did whistle. We
took another sta nd . They lost, killed 100 and about
the sa me number wounded. We lost 2 killed and 7
wounded . In this march we took 83 prisoners, about
the same number of horses, 100 cattle, a big lot of
ammunition , a big lot of leather, three buggies, a lot
of tobacco; one Major and one Lieutenant and one
Captain. One bridge was burned. I did help to guard
the prisoners 2 days . We have a big time to get them
over the rivers.
Write soon and give me all the news. I am well
and happy. I hope to see you, if God will spare my
life, in a few months on a furlow.
your friend
Chambers Gibble
Write soon.

"We did Itve a good after the pro\'1 IOns were lit off
a we did before. We took e\'eryth,n we could get sheep, potatoes, green corn ... We how them that we
are fill ankees ... "
Man he ter, Tenn.
ugu t ,I 62
riend Ben :

amp Morehead
olumbia, Tenn.
April 20, 1862
Fri end Ben ,
I am now at the heart of Secesion . We are guarding three peiks [turnpik es] and one railroad . I have to
be on guard every other day and night. It is very
hard for us, but sti ll I soo ner do it than marching.
This is a nice place. It has about the same population as our Columbia. [tell you here are ri ch people.
They have splendid houses and nice yards with trees
and flowers; everything looks green and promi ing, but
they are behind thi s year with the corn. Last year by
this time, they had corn over a foot high .
Last Saturday we drilled in the town . They said they
have no regiment in their army which can drill with
us. They were astonished when they seen us drill.
This was the first time they seen Union troops go
through the bayonet exercise. If we live to come home
we show Lancaster County, how Hambright Boys can
drill. Everywhere they say we have the best Regiment
they seen yet.
I hope the Rebellion will soon have an end. I
would like to be with you all and talk with you .
We can get everything here to eat. Pies at 20 cents
a pie, milk 5 cents a pint, Ginger cakes 10 cents a
piece, candy 5 cents and one cigar 5 cents. Everything is wherry dear in the South - butter 30 cents
a pound, eggs 20 cents a dozen.
I wish this Rebellion would come to an end but I
don't believe it is so soon over. They know they can't
succeed but they will keep it up as long as they can;
but I think they must give up before long.
We had good luck so far as not getting in a battle,
yet, but three times not far off. What t~e end will
be I can't tell but it might be we will not see
much fighting and it might be we will see more than
we like to see. I for my part am satisfied without
going in a fight, but when we get in one I will do
for my country as much as is in my power.
Chambers Gibble.

I hope to be back to work \ ith ou if I \\ ill
be pared.
I think you heard that our Provi ion were ut
off. One bridge burned 0 e couldn't get the mail
till ye terday. We did Ii e a good after the pro i i~n
were cut off as we did before. We took e er thing
we could get - heep, potatoes, green corn.
e chased
them out of their town and took I 00 barrel of
flour.
ow we bake bread and cake a much a
we can eat. We how them that we are till Yankee .
They sent a flag of truce ye terday, that
e hall
lea e their town in 24 hours, but we are till yet
here. Some of them are till around, too and we have
to be on our watch. They hate the name of Ham bright' s Regiment or they would not lip by u a
they did at Green River and Pulasky . They know well
enough that we are counted the seco nd be t regiment
in service. We are fortifying this place. I would like
to have a nother brush at them, as we had at Rochesterville. I like to see them run. They have so long
legs, I wish I had longer legs, too, as [ needed
them when we had to retreat from Chatanooga.
There they made us show them our heels.
Yes, Ben, it looks very dark yet for an end of this
bad war. It did take a good many to their grave
and [ think it will take more yet, before it is over
and the end is told .
I seen in the papers, they are going to draft a good
lot. Yes, if they draft the whole North and the officers
do humbug the north as they did so far, we will have
no end of this war. They work for their pockets,
and for our good Old Union, they don't care, so long
as they only have their pockets filled. They play a
great humbug.
They give now those which enlisted so much more
a better chance as they did us and we had so much
hardship to do and did go through; and now they
do cheat our families out of their bounty money, but
I think this will end right. They have us now out
here and they don't care for us or our family, so long
as they have their pockets filled but the time will come
when such facts will be paid back again.
your friend
Chambers Gibble.
Peaches are plentiful here. Was in an orchard of
500 trees, I think. It looks most wonderful nice and
the peaches are ripe.
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Camp near
Mur freesboro, Tenn .
Febru a ry 13, 1863
Friend Ben:
I am now at Mu rfreesbo ro, we are fo rtify ing the
place. T hi s is the 7th place which I helped to fo rtify
a nd wi h it wo uld be the last. I think yo u hea rd
of the great fig ht we ha d here. I was 3 ti mes
urro unded by Rebel cavelry bu t was reta ken by o ur
cavelry. We ha d hard ti me fo r two weeks a nd o ur
provi ion were cut o ff. Some ate ho rsemea t but I
had to come nearer to starvin g than I was yet, if
I would ea t hor emeat. But we li ve o n one cracker
per day and scarce a t that. Now we have plenty
again , a much a I wi h for , of course not quite as
good as I was u ed to when I was at your father 's
table. We have generally for breakfa t, crackers and
coffee and for upper coffee and cracker . It changes
a bit from morning to night and I am now used to
it and don ' t wish for anything else or I would write
to my wife for a box , but then it would be so much
the harder to commence again on Uncle Sam 's good
eats.
My hope is that it will not last as long as it did
already . So I will be contented if I only keep the good
health a I did so far and al so the good luck to come
out of the battle a I did so far . I seen two big
battles and three heavy skirmi hings so I would be
satisfied without seeing anymore .
But if there is an y need to fight , I am of course
ready if it is tomorrow. I stand by the noble old
Flag as long as my bones thu s carry me and fight
like a tiger, as we did at Chaplin Hill; gave them of
Uncle Sam' s pills, which fini shed them completely.
If the Potomac Army could fight as we do, thi s
cursed rebellion would be cut down quick . We never
lost a battle yet in this department but if we gain a
victory, they lose it again in Virginia .
your friend
Chambers Gibble
Write soon.

Camp near
Murfreesboro , Tenn .
May25,1863
Friend Ben,
Since I wrote you last I was with a Scouting Party,
we done much damage to the rebels , which is as follows: We started to McQuinvilie 35 miles, burned the
depot, two trains of cars, two train wagons all
loaded with bacon, a factory where 125 women worked
at making special cloth, two flour mills, two railroad
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Distributing rations. " We had hard times jor two
weeks ... "
bridges, tore up the railroad tracks, took 35 prisoners
and got a lot of our own men back, which they had
taken from our cavelry . We left there and went
towards Liberty where a rebel di vision was under
Brackenbridge, which is 30 miles from McQuinviITe.
We marched day and night. As we came there they
were just leaving, but we sent a few found s of Uncle
Sam' s pills after them , which made them fly like
forty towards the mountain s. Here we captured 135
prisoners and burned a mill and the headquarters of
General Brakenridge. Half of the town was set on
fire by some of the boys. It was hart to see but it
is not better to expect in time of war. We also took
along over 200 refugees which did join our army.
We was out 19 days and marched 105 miles since I wrote
you last. I was surrounded once while I was in a
train of wagons but our cavelry came up too quick
after them. They left us in a hurry. I just heard
good news from General Grant "You can always count
for good news from Hambright's department and for bad
news from the ea tern or Virginia Department."
I think if we give them once more as we did here
at Murfreesboro they will be satisfied. Then we will
get round to Virginia and whip them yet as it appears
to me they can't fight on. They have too much
traitors in their army. Our regiment is in good health
and everyone wi shes to get to Pennsylvania to put down
this infernal Copperheadism [the northern opposition
to the Civil War] . I believe we get there this summer.
Then look out traitors from Penna. if they play with
The 79th, they get the wrong card to play with.
We know how to put down such cowards as the Copperheads.
I will come to a clo e by aying it i wherry warm .
I am in good health and good humor . I wi h to see
you and your good parents. Write soon again and direct it to Murfree boro, Tenn . 79 PV, Com. B. Plea e
excuse my dirty paper. It is wherry hot and dusty .
It is not a at home for to write.
Chamber Gibble.

o

tlama, eorgla
tober _ , I 64

Dear riend Da\ id Her hey;
eneral [William]
Ro ecrans aid nel'er
mind I 'll f etch men to
gel them out in a short
lim e.
0 he called u
and Ihe Fir. I Wisconsin . "
"0

owan tation, Tenn.
Jul y 16, 1 63
Friend Ben;
Last month, June 24th , we left Mur free boro and
marched till 26th . We came on the enemy at Huber'
Gap and our men could not get them out of their
stronghold. So General Rosecra n aid never mind I' ll
fetch men to get them out in a short time.
0 he
called u and the fir t Wisco nsin and a regular regiment.
When we took our post, they left go on u with hell
and mu ketry. Neither side gave way for over four
hour. We had a et of good men to deal with,
either side gave an
their Mi sissippi Sharpshooters .
inch till we were ordered to charge them, which we
did nobly through a creek and they broke and we after
them for over two miles through swamp, mud, corn
and wheat fields. In this chase I helped to take four
pri oners and I also found a Spence Rifle which shot
even times and is worth $40, but I had to give it up to
Lieutenant McCaskey.
I think it is for no use to give you more of this as
you of course read it in the paper of our good victory
over Bragg [General Braxton Bragg, Confederate Commander of the Western Department]. If it would not
have been for the rainy weather, we would have captured Bragg and his whole force. It rained for 15
days and for the arne number of days, we had
skirmish with the enemy. We now are on a nice
place on the foot of the Cumberland Mountains, called
Cowan Station. It is the opinion we will not leave
so soon. I wrote my wife a letter when we were at
Decker Station but as [John Hunt] Morgan made so a
bold raid in Indiana and captured everything, she might
not get that letter. So please, if you handy see her,
tell her where I am and that I am in good health
and I have a good opinion of a speedy end of this
infernal Rebelion. Since the glorious victory of Pennsylvania and Vicksburg and the defeat of Bragg. so no
more - but write soon again.
yours F.C. Gibble

I had often thought for to \\ rite ou again through
our four momh ampaign, but I ould get no paper
or en elope to do o.
oon a \\ e arne to tlama and had u fi ed up a little, \\ e \\ ere ut off
again .
0 we had to follo\\ up the rebel and again
had no paper, more than what m \ ife ent in her
letter to an wer her letter , till toda I had the fir t
opportunit to do o .
e had
I think you did hear all about the hard time
in the four momh fight in marching and fighting and
forti fying .
ear eery da I heard the hell and little
bullet and ometime ery near hit me. One day a
olid canon ball took off the front man of me, hi
nap ack and throwed it in m face and knocked me
back. The arne day, a olid hot hit a limb of a tree
a nd fell down on the ide of me . One day I wa detailed to make up breast works for a battery in front
of a rebel fort, within ix hundred yard of it.
They opened on us with hells. Killed and wounded
many of my partner around me. It was so hot of a
place that there matche (?) of their shell was on fire
yet one of the boys on si de of me lit his smoke
pipe on the match, and helped to make four charges
in this campaign.
One morning I went out to the picket line where I
left my cap box lay the night before and came to the
wrong place within 75 yards of the rebel's rifle pits
and they opened a volley at me. I just left myself
drop. They topped then. I layed about 20 minutes .
Then I jumped up and runned back . They fired a
few sho ts yet, but I came safe through and so I made
many a dangerous time through in this campaign. I was
all the time along with the Regimant; and the only one
from our place that had to be in the front all the
time, as Harrison is detailed to carry spades and picks
and Arndt wa with the teams [Other Manheim boys].
All I wish for i to see a beginning of an end of
this humpuckish War, but I can't see it yet for my
part. Most of the boys have good hopes if Old Abe
get elected, but I can't see that point this time. I
sooner stand neutral, this time, than to cast my vote
for him, then I can't blame myself for doing wrong
in that part. There is a good many can't vote for
either of them, so I will let those decide which see
more on the end of this wicked Rebellion. We are now
camped at Marietta Georgia in a very nice town and on
the railroad towards Chattanooga, so some 30 miles
from here. The reason I am here is I was detailed
to fetch our Regimentallacige (?).
We are here a few days but I think we can get
transportation tomorrow for to go back again, which
I am glad if we do, for I expect there is old mail in
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camp till we get back . I did not hear from home
for about ix weeks. We didn't get paid yet but I
think we will get paid before very long. I wrote a
letter to my wife, yesterday, and told her she must
try and get money from you if she can. This is if
you haven't it all out and if he needs any. I will
oon write to her again and then 1 can tell her more
about when we get paid.
Direct your letter - Chambers Gibble
79 P.V.V. 3d Brg. ist Div. 14th A.C.
Marietta, Georgia .
I am in good health and hope this letter will
find you and all the family the arne. I sent my be t
respect to Ben and all the rest. Write oon.

Cry tal Springs,
United tate Sanitary
Commi ion
Washington, D.C.
June 18th , 1865
(The war ended April
9, 1865)

This is the last Gibble letter . He finally came
through his various ordeals all right and was soon
back at the Hershey Farm in Lancaster County, busy
helping to make cider as noted in this entry of Ben
Hershey's Diary for October 4, 1866: " I and Chambers Gibble were making cider.
Got 3 barrels . We
had the first heavy frost."

George . Arehart was another worker at the Hershey farm, who entered the Civil War and wrote letters
home to Lancaster County. He saw action in the
Eastern section of the struggle , being quite badly
wounded and spent much time in military hospitals.
Phila.
April 10, 1864

Dear Friend Ben:
I will now drop you a few line to inform you that
we are yet in camp life. We are camped near Wa hington. They keep us Veteran till the la t one to get
home. That is the thanks we get for our four years
hardships we went through. And if it had not been
for us Veteran the Confederacy would have their Independence this day. So, I think they should di charge
those who are in the field from the beginning and not
those one year men and con crips. There i much
dissatisfaction between and among the Veteran; not
that we are so anxious to get home; but their mean
schemes they play on us. I get often to the city and
I tell you there i much to be seen as such as the
Patent Office, Capital and Mu seum, Masonic Institute,
theatre. It is a great satisfaction for every man, young
or old, to see those curiosities.
When we start for our state I cannot tell for there
are so many reports, but I hope our time might oon
come. 1 wish you would write me and give me all the
particulars.
I send my best respects to your parents. I will now
come to a close by saying I am in good health.
I hope this will reach you and all the rest the same.
Write soon and direct to 79th P.V.V.C.B., near Wa hington, D.C.
A few words more. The government is so poor that
they can't pay us anymore. We didn't get pay for eight
months and they owe us ten months. There is a report
they will soon pay us - Good by Ben.
~
Excuse me for not stamp this letter. I have no stamp.
Chambers.
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Dear sir;
We had a bad night. It was raining all night and
I couldn't sleep, but so far, like it well if it don't
come harder on me. But I am a little stiff.
I was on duty night before last but I have a nice
captain. I came up on Wednesday. They had us guard
in town. They want to take us to camp, but the
Captain told them to let u alone that we were all
right.
George

. Arehart

Philadel
July27,1864
Dear si r;
I got a very severe wound for the first one, but
I ain't sati fied yet, but I wa near, the time we went
into the fight. I had no leep for four nights. And
it rained at night. I laid in the mud in a ditch so
that the rebel couldn't hit us. They fired a voley
nearly every hour, all night. 1 tell you that i enough
to keep a feller awake.
The next morning a soon a day break, we were
ordered to make a charge. No more at the pre ent
time . I am too weak to it up.
And write, write oon, write soon.
George N. Arehart
23rd Filbert St.,
U.S. Ho pital.

hri lIan ommi ion
Phila. - ugu t 19, 1 64
Dea r ir;

Philadelph ia
Jan . 0, 1 6
Dear ir:

-

I am coming home in a few week. Thi i the
fir t time I have been out on a pa
ince ounh of
Jul y. I would like to be at home at work. I am
tired of lying in the ho pilal, I thought thi war \ ould
be over thi ummer but it don't look like it. They
made another ca ll for 5 ,000 more men to laughter.
Ju t think about it, thou and and thou and ha e
been killed and wounded in ca mpaign and all the men
that are able to hold a gun should take one now or
they mu t send crippl es out to reinforce rant, 0 that
he ca n hold his positi on. I ha e been under Grant.
I have seen a little, but ince I am in the ho pital
I have been reading a good bit in the paper.
braham , thi s fall every man hould turn out for I gue
he need it.
And if you will be so kind to me, to end me a
few apples . I be very thankful. I hadn't any fruit
yet thi s summer, except the apple you brought me.
George

- 1 will let ou kno\\ that \I, e have hard time no\\.
e don't get but hal f enough to eal.
or breakfa t \ e have boiled corn and a mall pie e of bread
and no mola e at all; and e are not paid, and \I.e
\ on't get paid before ar h.
Tell m parent to end me a little butter. 1 would
be er thankful. Tell m father \ e won 't get paid
before March . I ha e promi ed him orne mone .
Tell him to end a little toba co a I ha e no mone
to buy it.
I ne er \ a hard up like I am no\.
t Broad and Pine Ho pital they up et the table and
broke all the di he and broke the
indows, sin e
that they had nothing they ant to eat.
George Arehart

. Arehart

Phil. Jan . 29th 1865
U . . A. Gen. Hospital
Dear Sir;

Phila. O ctober
Thursday - 1864
Dear Sir;
Now I will tell you that we had a meeting la t
week and they are nearly all for Linco ln and on
Saturday there will be one in this city - the biggest
Union Meeting ever known in this place. The Copperhead will turn out the arne time and we are going
to whip the Copperheads, so they get cared to come
to the pole to vote. And I will tell you that the
hospital is full of wounded and sick from the alley.
The most of the men is from Winchester. There we
have lost very heavy, and the latest news we had from
Grant, ays that Grant is within four miles of Richmond.
Now I will tell you that we have very short rations.
At present time there is about four hundred and fifty
men in this hospital, and I tell you that I am coming
home in a few weeks to vote for Lincoln. And I
would like to come home to go to Lancaster on
Wednesday to the convention. And now I must come
to a close for I am sleepy. Excuse me for bad
writing and mistakes. I would like to be at home with
you.
George N. Arehart
Write soon, write soon.

I will let you know that we have hard living now .
We have corn and boiled rice for breakfast and a
small slice of bread and a little meat for dinner and
for supper we have a piece of bread and a little
molasses. They are very careful not to give us too
much, but I think it will do better now they have a
good report on the new officer in charge.
I have sent a mall piece to Ensminger to put in
the Manheim Sentinel. We will have an examination
tomorrow. But I think they won't send me away .
My leg wa healed and it has broke out again and it
i very sore now . They have sent over 150 si nce the
first examination and they have a squad ready to send
out tomorrow, to the front. Some of the boys are very
sic k today. One is crying for fear he get killed. But
I think the war will be over again in spring. The
rebels are sick now. They desert every day and some
are in our lines down at Petersburg. I have seen one
from Savannah. He said that they can't stand it long
no more. They have no cloth off us this winter.
The most of them are barefooted. This winter there
will be a great battle fought before long. All the
men in the valley have left, but where they are going
we don't know.
Write soon and tell my parents to send me some
butter as soon as they can, for we have hard living.
George N. Arehart
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Philadelphia
Feb. 14th 1865
Dear Sir;
- I mu t let you know that I am going to leave
the ho pital now and I am very glad that I am going,
for I was waiting a long time for it. I am going
to Washington in the Veteran Reserve Corps this week.
There is quite a number going with me. Think of me
sometime and I will of you.
George N. Arehart
to my friend Benj. H.
Hershey.

U.S. Army Gen. Ho pital
23d and Filbert St.
Phila. March 17, 1865
My Friend Ben H. H.
Dear Sir;
- Thi is the first letter that I have received ince I
left home the last time. I have wrote 3 letters for
money and you have stated in your letter that you
sent on to me $10, but I never got it. The boy
who carried the letters here, lost a good many, 0
they took notice of it and sent him to the front, two
weeks ago today. Now I want you to send $10 a
soon as you get this letter. I have one and eventy
two dollars coming to me now.
Write soon, soon
from your friend
George N. Arehart.

United States Army
General Hospital
23d and Filbert Street
Philadelphia April 21, 1865
Dear sir;
I will let you know that I am going to my regiment
before long. I may go tomorrow. I don't know how
soon yet. I may stay two weeks yet before I go
away, but if I do I will let you know before long;
and if I go away I will let you know as soon. as
I come to my regiment. I don't want you to tell
my parents that I am going to the regiment; they
would trouble themselves about it. I don't care. I
just as soon go there as any other place. I ain't
afraid. I was there once and I can go again; and so
give all my fpends my best respects.
So I must bring my scribbling to a close - so excuse
my mistakes and I will bid you all farewell. I hope
I will see you if ever I live to get out of this.
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I was thinking hard about home, when this warm
weather came; and so I will bid all good by. It
might be the last time you hear from me.
from your friend
George N. Arehart
Write soon, write soon

Philadelphia
April 29, 1865
United States Army
General Hospital
Dear sir; - I will let you know that I am sent in the
hospital where I was first, the other is broke up and
I think they will discharge the most of them. I expect
my discharge before long. An order come from Washington yesterday to discharge all men that don't need
no medical treatment no more - to muster them out as
soon as they can. That makes me feel a little better;
and the news come this morning that Johnson has
surrendered his whole army and if that is so, they are
sure they can't do nothing no more and the Potomac
Army is all broke up and they are after Jeff Davis for
his gold. If they catch him they make a fortune.
- and so no more at present. Write soon from
your friend
George N. Arehart

[J.E. John ton, who commanded the army of the
Tennessee and conducted the campaign against Sherman in Georgia, surrendered April 26 at Greensboro
to Sherman. The last Confederate Force surrendered
May 26, 1865.]
George N. Arehart recovered from his injuries and
also came back to Lanca ter County to work again, as
he had hoped, on the David Hershey farm, east of
Manheim. In the diary of Benjamin H. Her hey
[the on of David] we find this entry for June '19, 1866:
"George Erhart [Arehart] had my hor e and harne
for hi wedding."

raft worker with Pennsylvania rifle In
his bench vise at the Kutztown Folk
Festival, 198 1. Info rmed craftsmen
work old-time style items in an educational aspect of Festival.

orth- oulh
kirmish Association
bivouac area during preparation fo r
a shoot, 1978.

The Surprising Come Back of

THE PENNSYLVANIA RIFLE
by GUY GRAYBILL
A once-ob olete weapon, the Pennsylvania Rifle, is
with us again. Although the rifle has been out of
production for more than a century, its popularity has
returned with a rush! Original are commanding excellent prices; reproductions are abounding; and organizations of buffs are appearing nation-wide, in thi s
vigorous revival of the Pennsylvania Rifle. What ort
of rifle is it? Why is there a renewed intere t?
And, what hard evidence is there that a come back is
really occurring?
The Pennsylvania Rifle was the first American rifle
that was superior to tho e brought from the Old
World. In its day it was the world' best, and it
'day' lasted for about a century. Pennsylvania German
craftsmen began producing the now-famou weapon
shortly before the American Revolution and stopped
manufacturing, with rare exceptions, a few years after
the Civil War had ended. These long-barreled guns
were muzzle loaders; that is, they were loaded from the
front of the barrel, rather than from the back of the
barrel (breech loading) . The earliest were flintlock
type, using a chunk of flint to ignite the black powder
that fired the shot through the long barrel. By about
1840, the flint had given way to percussion caps.
The muzzle loaders were replaced about 1870 by the

breech-loading, lever-action type rifles. As the rifle
wa carried into the western part of the country,
the name 'Kentucky' was applied. The name lingers,
although an erroneous cognomen does not change historical fact.
Why is the muzzle loader becoming so popular?
There seem to be two main reasons: the nostalgic
value, and the recreational challenge. Many muzzle
loader devotees are trying to recapture a bit of the
pa t. They don't simply shoot the rifles. They adopt
the complete early American character, either as a
buck kin-clad mountain man, a stockinged Colonial,
or some other picturesque type. Their major event is
the 'rendezvous', a combination shooti ng match and
social affair inspired by the trading events of the
western Indian and the mountain men.
The sporting challenge is genuine. If one hopes to
enjoy using the Pennsylvania Rifle, regular practice
is vital. Keeping dampness from getting into the rifle's
pan is also necessary, or the powder won't fire.
Essential, too, is a clean barrel (a constant problem,
although a new cleaner-burning black powder has recently been developed).
What is the evidence of the come back of the old
flintlocks? There are four distinct areas of evidence.
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Don Mears, Newport, PA, at the
Muzzleloaders' Rendezvous at Middleburg, RD#3, at Kreamer Sportsmen's Club. In process of loading.

Robert A. Miller,
Delaware A venue,
Palmerton, PA, a
member of the Palmerton Black Powder
Association,
component of the NorthSouth Skirmish Assn.
On target at an early Kutztown Folk Festival.

First, there are the organizations. At least three large
muzzle loader groups now have members in Penn ylvania: the North-South Skirmish Association, the Brigade of the American Revolution, and the National
Muzzle Loading Rifle Association. The last mentioned,
the NMLRA, is by far the largest, with over 22,000
members nation-wide. In December of 1977 Pennsylvania had 1,359 members in the NMLRA, up 57
from the previous count. Three states had more members, with Indiana (2,909) having the most. Organizational membership rolls, however, seem to reflect
only a fraction of the actual number of shooters.
"In my estimation," says Neal A. Panzarella, executive secretary of the Federation of the Central Pennsylvania Muzzle Loading Rifle Association, "there are
at least 8 active shooters for every member of the
NMLRA in Pennsylvania. Incidentally, the oldest individual black powder clubs in the commonwealth are
the "Old Westmoreland Rifles" of Pittsburgh, and the
"Blue Mountain Muzzle Loaders" of Strausstown
(Berks County).
A second indication of the growing influence of the
muzzle loader can be seen in the special hunting season
provided in Pennsylvania. The State Game Commission for several years administered a three-week season
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but with no special license. Only in 1974 did they
first issue specific muzzle loader licenses and that year
sold them to a mere 2,064 hunters . The following year,
1975 , it jumped to 3,570 and has vi rtually doubled
in each succeeding year, specifically, 7,626 in 1976;
then in 1977 there were 12,530 and 1978, 25,321.
The season of 1979 saw a further leap in numbers
although by now the season had also been shortened;
still 65,024 muzzle loader hunters paid their fee.
By 1980 the number of licenses, though still oniy an
educated estimate, almost surely surpassed l00,OOO!
Another reliable indicator of renewed interest is to be
found in the market for Pennsylvania Rifles. The demand for both the originals and the replicas has
grown enormously. Although thousands still exist,
originals are becoming rare in the market place.
To meet the demand, more and more replicas are
being manufactured, not only in the United States, but
in Spain, Italy, and Japan. However, one Pennsylvania firm, Getz Brothers of Beavertown (Snyder
County) is apparently the only company in the world
producing especially long barrels (up to 50 inches),
and is recognized for the superior quality of their
muzzle loader barrels. The company, with sales
throughout North America and parts of Europe, is

Richard (Dick)
Gelz prepares apparatus to make spare
muzzleloader pans
by Ih e " lost wax"
process. Getz Brothers shop, Beaverton, PA .

D on Mears firing on target at Rendez vo us, Middleburg .

Bowmanstown Black Powder Association. L. to
r., standing: Marcus Lines, Milton Solt, Oliver Solt,
Robert Miller and Ronald Greene; in front, kneeling, Christine Miller and Andrew Greene.

orth-South Skirmish Assn., Team skirmish at
Palmerton Rod and Gun Club, 1978.

regularly increasing production, toward a goal of 25
custom-made barrels a week. The shop is also expanding to begin production of replicas. The firm will soo n
be offering three models, based on three distinctive
early Snyder County rifles. Another Pennsylvania
company, Gebhardt-Owen Industries, Inc., of Moosic
(Lackawanna County) i among the major producers of
a very critical item, the black powder.
Prices in the market vary considerably. Mrs . Edith
Cooper of Port Royal (Juniata County) writes that
she and her late husband, T.J. Cooper, bought and
sold over 1200 of the original muzzle loaders between
the years 1933 and 1953. Around 1930, she indicates
that the pair sold muzzle loaders for $1.00, which they
had earlier purchased for just twenty-five cents! *
Today? The more common originals have a price
range of from $200.00 to several thousand doUars; but, if
you hear of an auction where a rare, silver inlaid,
beautifully incised original Pennsylvania Rifle is being
featured, be prepared to hear bids ranging upwards
to $30,000! They have reached that figure several
times.

The mass produced replicas start near $70.00 for the
cheapest make-your-own-kit, and surpass $200.00 for
the more elaborate weapons. They have now become
so popular that one could even buy a muzzle loader
from the 1977 Christmas catalog of a major mailorder establishment.
Finally, the impact of the Pennsylvania Rifle phenomenon is reflected in the growing spin-off business .
There are at least three magazines devoted to the
sport, plus several recent books, and related articles
in other magazines; and there is the sale and exchange of all so rts of accessories, such as typees,
clothing, black powder, cartridges, flint, ball moulds,
patches, ramrods, powder measures and numerous
specialized items.
Of course, the come back of the Pennsylvania Rifle
has its natural limitations; but it has already had
a considerable economic and recreational impact, and
the interest should last. Let's compare. Archery is
another sport that utilizes an 'obsolete' weapon. But,
whjle there is only a small percentage of the population with an interest in archery, that interest remains
fairly constant. Similarly, we should see a small
portion of the population . maintain a continuing
interest in the Pennsylvanja Rjfle, that fine legacy from
the early craftsmen of the Keystone State.

.Cooper, Edith G. The Ken lLlcky R ipe and Me.
Port Royal, Penna., 1977.
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Folk Songs
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by MARIE GRAEFF

The truest form of art is that which spri ngs from
the human oul. It i not mechanical or subject to
tandard rule. It springs from the hearts of people
as the human soul struggles to find expression of deep
emotions. This expre sion may take the form of music
or painting or humor, or the many ways in which men
try to communicate their idea to other men. Such
lore i not dated. It does not begin in any particular
place nor does it end at any particular time. The artists are nameless and tho e who ing do 0 becau e a
magic chord ha been struck in the fibre of their own
being. OF SUCH SUBSTANCE ARE FOLK
SONGS MADE!
Songs created by the common people, tho e who e
cultural development has been effected, not by any
formal system of training or education, but through
the unconscious and intuitive exerci e of natural and
inborn qualities. Folk mu sic is the creation of unlettered and technically unskilled musicia ns. It i not
necessarily inferior mu ic. The difference between the
music of the people and that of cultivated mu icians i
one of kind, not of degree, akin rather to the difference
between the wild and the garden flower. Through the
gardener's skill the highly cultivated ro e was developed
from the wild rose; so many a simple folk rhyme has
been expanded into a poem, an epic, or an opera.
The great Richard Wagner wrote hi operatic rna terpieces by capturing the folksongs of the Rhine . And
Wotan, Brunhilda and the WalkUre live through the
centuries.
The folksongs are being made today and will be made
as long as the human spirit can be sublimated in its
effort to touch the hem of the robe of beauty. Some
Pennsylvania German folk songs are the survivals of
ancient voices calling across the centuries; others reflect the intense feeling of those who are still with us .
Folk music ordinarily consists of melody only; seldom
has it been carried as far as the harmonic stage.
Folk festivals serve to keep alive many of the e folk
tunes. They make ethnic groups aware of each other's
cultures.
I bring to you a few folksongs which are the peculiar
heritage of the Pennsylvania Dutch. Some songs were
brought with them when they came to the New World
and settled in these fruitful valleys. Others were
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Issue oj Die Shilgrut
containing historical
account oj the captivity oj Regina Leininger and her sister.

developed here.
begin with the oldest one known
to have been brought to this country by the pioneer
settlers. "Es Bucklich Mannli," Little Hunchback,
i the symbol of conscience as it constantly prods the
child to perform hou sehold duties. But the symbol
take the form of the little imp or hunchback. The
English dramati st Shakespeare captured this bit of folklore in creating his fairy character, Puck.
Wann ich in mei Gartli geh
Fer mei Zweibelin blanse,
Schteht des bucklich Mannli da
Un fangt aa zu danse.
Bucklich Mannli du magscht danse
Las mich yuscht mei Zwiebelin blanse .
Wann ich in mei Schpeicher kumm,
Fer mei Bett zu mache,
Schteht de bucklich Mannli da
Fangt aa dann zu lache.
Bucklich Mannli du magscht lache
Lass mich yuscht mei Bettli mache.

When I go into my little garden
In order to plant my onions,
The little hump-backed man stands there
And commences dancing.
Hump-backed man, you certainly may dance,
Just let me plant my onion .
When I come into my upstair bedroom
So I can make my bed,
The little hump-backed man stand there
And he begins hi laughing.
Hump-backed man, ye , you may laugh,
Just let me make my bed .

Two qu es tions a nd res pon e folk ongs in 01 c choi ce
of a hus ba nd a nd ine ilably the occupational dutie
o f d augh ter as wife-to-be. The firs t of thi s pair ee
also to engage the da ughter in the chief u e ul hou eho ld occupat ion, spi nn ing, which he find tediou
or d ista teful. "chpi n n
ei iewe Dochder " i an
old pinning or wo rk so ng whi ch has been u ed in our
country sin ce colo nia l days . [t su rely ha middle and
north ern uro pea n coun terpa rts which may well be precedents to our own fo lksong fo rm . Goods a nd po sess ions are held o ut as rewa rds to enco urage the you ng
girl to work assidu o usly at the spinn ing wheel, all
without success, until a final offer of a hu band to be
obtained, brings en ergy to her end eavo rs.
Schpinn, schpinn, mein e li ewe D ochd er
Noh kaaf ich dir en Frack.
la, ja, meine liewe Mammi
Un da mit en Sack .
Spin, spin my dear daughter
['11 buy you a frock .
Yes, yes, my dearest Mother
That one with a pocket.
Such stanza was still basically a work enticement, which
daughter was constrained to answer in the standard
chorus:
Ich kann nimmi schpinne,
Mei Finger schwellt immer;
Er dutt mir so weh ,
Er dutt mir so weh!"
I cannot spinn any longer
For my fingers always swells up
And it really hurts,
It really does hurt.
Finally, of course, the ultimate offer brings a realization
(or confession) that pain in the finger is no longer
intense:
Schpinn, schpinn, meine liewe Dochder
Ich kaaf dir en Mann.
la, ja, meine liewe Mammi,
Den brauch ich schun n lang.
Ich kann widder schpinne ,
Mei Finger schwellt nimmi;
Er dutt nimmi weh,
Er dutt nimmi weh!
Spin, spin, my dear daughter
I'll buy you a husband.
Yes, yes, my dear Mother,
I've needed one long already.
I am able to spin again,
My finger does not swell at all anymore;
It never hurts at all,
It never hurts at all.

In the econd of lhe bid d ing folk ong , " ~I aedli \\ id
du Heiere, ' the girl, faced by hoi e of hu band with
differenlo cupalion ,remain un onvin ed and i keplical. Fi nall marriage 10 a mu i ian ugge I a pro peCl agreeable indeed . . Daughter, do you wam
get married?" eem to be a rea onabl a urate Iran lalion of the lille.
aedl i, id du heie re?

ee, aller , nee!
Bauer heiere will ich net
Kih chta ll buzze (mi chle) gleich ich net
ee, alter , nee.
Maedli , wid du hei ere?
l a, Vatter, ja !
Heierst du en Musikgahner?
la , Vatter, ja!
Musikgahner heiere will ich dann,
Singe un danse glei ch ich schunn!
l a, Vatter , ja !
The well-known collector of folk songs, loseph Morais,
made a record of thi s song as he heard it in the Union of
South Africa in the dialect of the Boers . It is striking
to note that the words and tune are almost identical
with those used in Southeastern Pennsylvania.
Songs roughly classified a s "nonsense songs" also fit
the folk song tradition. They are indeed, a category
which is rather inclusive . One of the best and certainly one of the most commonly heard in Pennsylvania,
is "Liewer H~indri c h, " also recognizable in variations
and form s with other spellings and prononciations of
Henrich or Henry . It consists of a series of silly
questions of somewhat unenlightened persons trying
to close the hole in the jug. Eventually the related
responses bring the singers around to the initial unresolved situation once again.
Wann der Tschock awer en Loch hot,
Liewer Heindrich, liewer Heindrich,
Wann der Tschock awer en Loch hot?
Dummer Ding, dann schtopp ' n zu!
Ya! 2. Mit was solI ich 'n awer zu schtoppe
Liewer Heindrich, liewer Heindrich,
Mit was soli ich 'n awer zu schtoppe?
Dummer Ding, mit dem schtroh!
3. Warm's Schtroh awer zu lang iss?
Dummer Ding, dann hack's ab!
4. Mit was soli ich's awer abhacke?
Dummer Ochs, mit dem Beil!
5. Wann's Beil awer zu schturnp iss?
Dummer Ochs, mach es scharref!
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6. Mit was soil ich's scharref mache?
Mach' charref uf dem Schtee!
7. Wann der Schleif chtee zu drucke iss?
Dummer Esel, mach ' n nass !
8. Mit was 011 ich nass mache?
Dummer Esel, mit Wa er!
9. Wann 's Was er a wer ganz wec k iss?
Dummer Ding, dann Wasser draage !
10. Mi t wa soil ich awer Wasser d raage?
Dummer Ding, mit dem Tschock!
J J. Wann der T choc k awer en Loch hot?
Dum mer Ding, da nn chtopp'n zu!
J. Bu t when the j ug has a hole in it,
Deare t H enry, Dea re t H enry,
But when the jug ha a hole in it?
Sill y thing, then plug it up!

Ye ! (before all verses)
2. What shall I u e to plu g it,
Deare t Henry, Dearest Henry ,
Ju t what hall I u e to plug it?
illy thing, with some straw!
3. But what if the traw if too long?
Silly thing, then chop it off!
4. But what shall I use to chop it off?
Silly ox, u e a hatchet!
5. But what if the hatchet' s too dull?
Silly ox, sharpen it up!
6. But how hall I sharpen it?
On the grindstone, of cour e!
7. But what if the grindstone' s too dry?
Silly a s, then you wet it!
8. But with what shall I make it moi ter?
Silly ass, why with water!
9. But when the water has all drained out?
Silly thing, you must fetch some more!
10. But in what hall I carry water?
Silly thing, in the jug!

J J. But if the jug has a hole in it?
·Silly thing, then plug it up!!!

And here we are back at the same place where we
began and have not made any progress. As a work
song, time filler (or time killer) the whole cycle of
verses might be repeated a half-dozen times and with
infinitely more variations of intermediate actions. For
many in the Dutch Country, the daily five-mile walk
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to the one-room school and return, was the occasion
for impressively long versions of such repetitive folk songs.
One of the Pennsylvania German folksongs which
began as a formal religiou s hymn, is the often-cited
and familiarly-referred to "Regina' s Hymn." Indian
captivities were, of course, subject to the kind of
repeated re-telling wh ich was bound to turn out some
varying versions and in particular, some differences
in detail from one locale to another. It is surely a
fo lk legend by now . These facts seem, by now , to be
commonl y agreed upon as basic and accurate.
Leininger had left Reutlingen in Swabia and come to
America, where he settled on the western stretch of the
Pennsy lva nia fro ntier, not all that far from the relatively settled a rea , bu t fron tier nonetheless. Daughters
Barba ra and Regina were captured by some marauding
India ns, whose likes were employed by both English
and French in the era of the Seven Years War . When
returned capti ves were presented for identification
after years of living as Indians, Regina and her
Mother were indeed reunited when her Mother, quite
pos ibly by accident in her sorrow and disappointment
of initial failure to recognize each other, sang the old
hymn of comfort to those in solitude:
Allein un doch nicht ganz allein
Bin ich in meiner einsamkeit;
Un wann ich ganz verlassen chein
Vertreibt mir Jesu selbst die zeit.
lch bin bei Ihm un er bei mir
Noh kommt mir gar nichts einsam fur;
Noh kommt mir gar nichts einsam fur.
Alone, and yet not all alone
Am I in olitude, though drear,
For when no one seems me to own,
My Jesu will to me be near.
I am with him and He with me,
I therefore cannot lonely be,
I therefore cannot lonely be.

As in many such moral tales told to children as object
Ie ons, no family name were even mentioned in the
early years. The injection of the family name Hartmann by a well-meaning clergyman ju t about one hundred years after the fact, has confu ed the is ue ever
since. Following a long and involved, though ucce sful, investigation of the entire matter by Arthur
D. Graeff and orne close as ociates, the Leininger
identity was once more unque tionably established.
The unveiling of The Regina Monument took place
on October 1 J, 1958, at the Chri t Lutheran (Long's)
Church cemetery, Stouchsburg, Penn ylvania.
Perhaps most widely u ed and best recognized of the
Pennsylvania Dutch folksongs is a lullaby of ancient

origi ns: "Sch lof, Bubbeli, SchloL" Originally, it may
well be of orth German origin, although there are
dozens of loca l German as well as Penn yl ania German va ri atIO ns. "Schlaf, Kindlein, chlar' i the
Hi gh Germ a n fo rm which is also well known LOday.
Less a ttention has been paid to border areas in urope,
lap,"
but a Flemi sh versio n "Slap, kintje,
was published as recentl y as 1905. Here you ee a
co mbin ed version of the Pen nsylva nia German form,
traditional first verse, but a seco nd verse written by the
Graeffs, follo wed by their Englis h poetic er io n of
both verses as sung to a mu sica l a rra ngement of the
whol e by Fred Cardin .
Schlofe, Bubbeli, Schlofe!
Dee Mommie heed dee schofe.
Der Dawdy iss uff da Glepber-yacht
Un kummt net hame beese mitternacht ,
Schlofe, Bubbeli, Schlofe!
Drawm, Bubbeli, Drawm;
Dee Omshel peifft im Baum .
Dee schtarna, dee omshel un dee schofe,
See heed a dich im seesa schlofe .
Drawm, Bubbeli, Drawm.
Sleep, Baby, sleep,
Your Momma watches the sheep,
While Daddy goes off to a shivaree (a mock serenade)
And stays until midnight with childlike glee.
Sleep, Baby, sleep.
Dream, Baby, dream,
The robin sings in the tree;
The stars, the robin and the sheep
Take care of thee in slumber sweet.
Dream, Baby, dream.
Late arrivals in Pennsylvania among the folksongs
of the Pennsylvania Germans are the "Versammling
Lieder," or meeting, gathering or reunion songs,
created mainly for the dialect programs of the past
forty or forty-five years. One of these, written by
Clyde S. Stine in the 1930's, is familiar to the li steners
of Radio Station WBYO, Boyertown, as the theme
song of Die Wunnerfitz Schtunn (The Busybody Hour):
"Pennsylfawnish Deitsche sinn mer, un mer kumme
zamme heit;
Doh gebt's nix fon Sorya un Eeland un an nix fon
beesem shtreit!
"We are Pennsylvania Germans, and we gather here
today (tonight);
Here we have no trouble or misery and nothing of
angry strife!"
A second gathering-folksong, also deserving but less
publicised, is "The Versammling Lied" or Gathering-

ong which was ~ ritlen for Family Reunion in 193 ,
the words by Arthur D. Graeff and the mu i by
Isaac tahl of BaJly, Pa., b \ a of Powder \ alle ' .
ir kum me zammer alle Yohr,
An' re ersammling - ie da or
an ner zu grie e noch amohl,
G su ndheit zu in che - leebt ehr \ ohl.
Doh si ngt mer Li eder - hen gut G' chpas
Hertze si nn froelich - Aage na s.
ingt all mit ee Wart - heem zu Gehen
Des Wart vo n Hoffnun g: ieder ehen !
We come together e ery year
To the reuni on, as befor e;
To greet each other once agrun :
T o wi sh good health, long life, no pain !
To sig n such so ngs and have good fun,
Though hearts are joyous , some tears run .
All join in that word of last refrain
of cheerful hope, " Auf Wiederseh'n! "
One of the folk songs of children among the Pennsylvania Dutch which seems to have no dialect form whatsoever, perhaps of its nature, a kind of prayer-petition
lullaby, certruruy with religious overtones, parallel to the
condition or situation where the Pennsylvania German
would have spoken or thought in High German, not in
dialect at all. This little prayer song is somewhat related to the American English "Now I Lay me Down
to Sleep, " and both were taught by mothers to their
children . In Pennsylvania German country, "Mude
bin ich, Geh ' wr Ruh" is widely known, familiar in
almost every geographical location where these settlements may be found; taken from folk informants of
German Reformed and Lutheran backgrounds; remembered by Moravians and Schwenkfelders and recalled
by old and young alike in Old Order Plrun Communities.
Text and music appear in a little volume of German
children's songs, Lieder jur die Jugend, and in the Reformed Church in the U .S. 's Gesangbuch mil Nolen of
1895, credited in the latter as poetry of Louise Hensel.
Mude bin ich, geh' wr Ruh,
Schliesse meine Augen w,
Vater, lass die Augen Dein
Ueber meinem Bette sein!
Hab' ich Unrecht heut' gethan,
Sieh' es, lieber Gott, nicht an.
Deine Gnad' und Jesu Blut
Mache allen Schad en gut.
Aile, die mir sind verwandt,
Gott, lass ruh'n in deiner Hand;
Aile Menschen, gross und klein
Lassen dir befohlen sein!
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Arthur and Marie Graeff sang Pennsylvania German Folksongs at Constitution
Hall in Wa hington, D . ., about 1938, then repaired to a park outside.

,

Kranken H erzen sende Ruh'
Na e Au gen schlie se zu!
La in Deiner Engel Macht
Sanft un ruhen die e Nacht!
I am weary, go to sleep,
Clo e my eye in lumber deep;
Father, may thy vigil tay
O'er my bed till break of day .
I f I wronged so meone today
Loving God, co rrect my ways;
By Thy Grace and Jesu ' blood
Fill each hour with omething good.
We all know the life you banned,
God, keep re t within your hand
May mankind , both young and old,
Be obedient in thy fold.
Heavy hearts may find their peace,
Weeping hearts will al 0 cea e;
May this night thy Angels keep
Watch upon our gentle sleep.

shared with Charles Calvin Ziegler, Edward H. Rauch
("Pit Schweffelbrenner"), Solomon DeLong ("Solomon
Grouthomel"), Paul R. Wieand and LeRoy Heffentrager, was the ability to think poetically. They were
all able to render into Pennsylfaanisch Deitsch words,
idea and tanzas or verses, originally written in EngIi h, High German or French. In some cases, they
simply borrowed a fine tune and splendid meter to write
poetry on totally different subjects but which "sang
well" to these particular tunes. The three items which
follow, how his versatility in those matters.
In hi first, "Wieg Lied," (Cradle Song) to the tune
of Brahm Lullaby, he has projected ideas in dialect
which expre word and thought forms to be found in
both High German and English lyrics familiarly heard.
Since that is so clo e, no translation will accompany
it:
Arthur D . Graeff
"Wieg Lied"
Mu ic: Brahms Lullaby

Sympathy, gentlenes ,kindne are thu s to be found
on one hand, while on the other in often heavy do 'age,
appeared loud, raucous, interminably lengthy rambles
posi ng as folksongs. But they were fun to ing, an
exercise the Pennsylvania Germans did heartily enjoy.

Gute Owed! Gut Nacht,
Es glee Bubli lacht.
1m Wieg dort im Eck,
Schlupt's unnich em Deck.
Maeriye frie, wann Gott will
Waerscht du wieder geweckt;
Maeriye frie, wann Gott will
Waerscht du wieder geweckt.

One area of endeavor in the realm of Pennsylvania
German poetry and translation which Arthur D. Graeff

All iss ruhig, schlof ei!
Scheene Engel gedrei
Gewwe Acht uff dei Wieg,
Wei I ich iwwer dich bieg .
Schuggel so! Aage zu!
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ff un app, glei kummt Ruh'.
Oraa m 0 fort, hie un doh,
chl umm er aa.
chlof yu cht o.
Th ere are ma ny version and parodie on"
Tannenba um ," the hri stma tree folk ong but none more
appropriate than tho e which ub titute the Pennsylvania
edar (rea ll y a variety of juniper), the frontier man'
substitute fo r fir, spruce or hemlock. In a tern
Penn sylvania they literally grew wild but were nicely
ada pta bl e as li ving fence po t ; even \ hen growth had
di ed o fr, the wood rotted off only ery lowly. Thu
in Berk s, Mo ntgo mery,
orthhampton and Lehigh
o unti e, "ZeedreBaam" ub titute for "Tannenbaum " ex ist in several forms in the folk culture.
This on e seems to say essential matter quite well:
Arthur O . Graeff
" Oer Zeedre Baa m "
Music: 0 Tannenbaum
Oer Zeedre Baam, der Zeedre Baam ,
Oer keenich von die Baerrige!
Do h steht er in hoch Majestaet,
Den ha rlich C hrishtaag Maeriye ,
1m schtuwwe-eck, wie schee bedeckt,
Mi t Gli ttergold un Bauwo ll gefleckt:
Oer Zeedre Baam , der Zeedre Baam
Der keenich von di e Baerrige!
Oer Zeedre Baa m , der Zeedre Baa m
Wie grie sinn seine bletter!
1m Frieyohr , Winter , Summerzeit,
Er gebt gar nix urn 's Wetter.
Ooch ee mohl 's Yohr a n C hri shtaag's Zeit,
E r dresst sich uff fer all die Leit.
Der Zeedre Baa m , der Zeedre Baam,
Der Keenich von die Baerrige!
The cedar tree, the cedar tree,
King of the mountains!
You stand there in all majes ty
On that glorious Christmas morning
In the corner o f the room, decora ted so fine
With sparkle-gold and cotton bits .
The cedar tree, the cedar tree,
The king of all the mountains!
The cedar tree, the cedar tree,
How green your flat leaves are!
In winter, spring and summertime
Cares nothing for the wea ther.
Still once a year at Christmas time
Gets quite dressed up for all mankind.
The cedar tree, the cedar tree
The king of all the mountains !
The meter of hymns was well-known a nd fully understood by all , since one of the intellectual games played
in Plain Dutch and Church German communities alike ,

wa the mi\-and-mat h of h 'mn Iyri and u able tune.
ometime experimentall}, tune \\ere ailed f r \\ hi h
in fact did no t complement the \\ ord , but that un u ce ful ombination wa then well remem ered nd
tudiou I avoided if the temptation to u e them together e er aro e again. Belo\ed hymn do atta h
them elve to certain tune and today \\e tend to u e
them in ariabl with the ame one.
ariet)' till ugge t the merit of at lea t 0 ca ional hange. Partiularly fa orite h mn- tune ha e had pe ial er e of
endearment et to tho e mo t familiar melodie. In the
form \ hich folio ,'E
utter' Lied" ( ong for
other) i et to the tune for "The Old Rugged ro ."
rthur O. Graeff
Tune: Old Rugged

utter' Lied"
ro s

ann die pple- Baem blieye un Frie ohr i doh
Oann kummt \ ieder der utter' Daag rumm
Un mi r p' uche die ammi; ie' immer 0 froh
Ihre Kinn er si nn allfort \ ilkum .
ho ru :

0 da nn geb ' re d ie Bl ie- Blumm e hei t
Un waa rt net zu la ng de zu duh .
Kald e Hend hee, e net di e cheenh ei t
Zu ' ne Aage inn blindt in di e Ruh.

In ke Schproch gebt 's ee Wart da so iel Mehning
sprecht
o wie " Mammi " zu uns Deit che Leit.
Es schteht immer fer gut, fer gross Lieb un fer Recht;
Du kumm cht ' aerscht , in ihr ' Hertz, aile zeit.
Chorus:
Geb die mammi die Blumme dawei l sie noch leebt!
Loss sie wi sse dass du net vergescht!
Weil mer wees dass die Lieb 0 die Mutter Hertz heebt
Iss in 011 die gross Welt noch es bescht!
Song for Mother
When the ap pletrees bloom an d spri ngti me is here
T hen has Mother's Day once aga in come.
Our vi sits to Mother bri ng her pleasant good cheer;
She welcomes each child, everyo ne.
Chorus:

So then take her the flowers today
Do not wait too lo ng as yo u prepare
For the beauty of what she might say
The clo ed eyes and still hands will not share.

In no tongue that I know does o ne word sa y so well
As the word "Mother" does to us a ll
In right goodn es a nd love may we d well
With yo u first in our hearts overa ll.
So give flowe rs to Mother while she is still ali ve
Let her know that you have not fo rgot !
For we a ll know the love which fro m Motherheart
spri ngs
Is best in the whole world , no doubt.
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PORT ROYAL AND PHILADELPHIA
by WILLIAM T. PARSONS

Pennsylvania has received justifiable attention as the
Quaker Province in British North America, with Philadelphia, City of Brotherly Love, its chief port and residential center, over the years. Indeed the Pennsylvania
Germans in their ethnic settlement unquestionably owe
many religious, economic and political priviledges
to the foresight and good will of William Penn,
Friend, the visionary founder and receptive, informed
governor of this wonderful province.
We are somewhat less aware of the network of
economic establishments those same Friends had located
or at least, begun, at many outlying places throughout
the British Empire, Atlantic region, during seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries. Mercantile Quakers remained
most comfortable when dealing and trading with other
trade partners of compatible standards. They often
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James Logan was a Friend who corresponded with more Quakers in the Province and abroad than any other Pennsylvanian. He was Provincial Secretary.
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exchanged with riendly familie In foreign pon .... ho
had desirable or aluable products, or they traded v.llh
other pieti t shippers or merchant .
Quaker traders liked to feel a clo er tie 0 tru t
and friendship, although that a s ometlme dIu ory.
erchant riend, like all other member of the oClety
of riends, were obliged to a oid litigation and legal
struggle, with sub equent requi ite oath-taking and official judgment, at virtually all co t.
ually they
managed. Happily, in turn, pietist belie er of other
denominations often observed the ery arne regulation
and obligations. And that was oluntary .
A major riends settlement in the aribbean area of
the British ew World which complemented Penn'
xperiment in many ways, was a settlement of bu ine
Friends in POrl Royal, Jamaica during the last thrid
of the seventeenth century. Among the individual
who were convinced by Friendly Principles was Thomas
Norris (also spelled Norrice) of London, and his young
wife, Mary Moore
orris. Their eighth child and
youngest son , Isaac, was born to them in London
on 26 July 167 1.
Because of the strong belief Thomas orris had in
the principles of the Society of Friends, he could not
remain in Restoration England . Norris said farewell
to Friends in the Southwark Monthl y Meeting and
settled in Port Royal, Jamaica , where he fou nd a
growing colony of expatriates who had obtained a
sizeable share of the island's trade. The Quaker establishment in Port Royal accounted for a part of
the town' s phenomenal expansion from eight hundred
houses in 1672 to two thousand in 1691 .' The Norris
family lived in the port area, the main part of town,
in one of the numerous brick houses on the sandy
isthmus which sheltered one of the best harbors in the
Caribbean. Wood and water were scarce, but that
minor difficulty was easily borne in light of the obvious advantages of the settlement of congenial Quakers,
to whom I)roblems of conscience were of prime importance . . The reconciling of everyday financial and
military obligations with the tenets of George Fox
was not always simply accomplished, so that Thomas
Norris was required to pay fines on three separate
occasions for refusing to bear arms. 2
As the family prospered and Isaac matured, circumstances combined to send the young man to another
colonial town of prosperous Quaker merchants, Philadelphia on the Delaware, chief port of Jamaica trade
on the North American continent. There this mere
youth and new entrant into the island-to-con~nent trad~,
Isaac Norris, served as trade representative for his
father's commerce and made a preliminary investigation of the advantages of locating family and establishing Quaker trade in this town, founded a mere . ten
years earlier, the promising center of an orgaruzed
new world Friends' venture. He carried a :etter of

Introdu tion to Thoma
\l orde al.

loyd from the latter'

on

I ha'e been ' ef) mu h obI! cd to Jo eph • 'om e' er
In e m) Ir t arri' .11 here In Jama, a, for hI man) e tra·
ordlnar) in d ne
and tender aflecllon lO~ard ~e . He
and the beare r hereof, hi~ Brother I aa :" om, are In hon,
m) onl true fflen d that I ha\e met " Ilh In em) arrnal here;
no" he being ' ef) de irou\ to tra' eJ ••• to Penn ," ama .•.
be plea cd for m) a e to retaliate hi Indne to me. J

The trip by I aa
orn and John Ll oyd to Philadelphia ha been delight full re ounted In a Journal
kept by orri. The narrative de nbe fi hlng and
hunting epi ode, landing on xuma , leu thera, at
and rooked I land of the Bahama ,a ear h for
alt on e eral of the e i land , and repair to the
ta ed-in boltom of the hip' boat.
Ithough not a
pectacular as Jonathan Dickin on ' trip along the arne
route hen Dickinson met \ ith hurricane, pirate and
Spanish Indians, it a nonethele an e cIting introduction to a new world. Our tra eler met the go ernor
of the Bahama . Isaac
orris wa
ell recei ed.
Indeed hi cryptic journal i so plea ing that a tran cript
follows this account.
.
.
After numerous ad enture the group am ed In
Philadelphia on 7 May 1692 . The oyage and busi ness
trip of young Isaac orri la ted ju t three month .
He tra elled some and sent and received several letters.
Thomas orris did not write , but J oseph aid,' I ha e
asked my father to write but thou knows, he seld om
writes letters, but has ordered me to remember his
love. , . to thee . ".
One month after Isaac's arri al at hi destination,
a catastro phe struck Port Royal. Violence was not
new to the island, which had witnessed an earthquake in 1689, slave rebellion in 1690 and mar.auding
pirates earlier in 1692. 5 Eyewitness accounts Include
the following details:
Dreadful calamity ... hath befallen this island by a terrible
earthquake on the 7th ins!. which hath thrown d~wn ~lmost
all the houses, churches, sugarwork s mills and bridges In the
island. 6

Joseph Norris lived through the disaster by reason of
his absence from Port Royal:
About the 11th hour in the day came a terrible Earthquake
whose force was such that I am apt to think was hardly
ever known, for I, being then at Meeting at Spanish Town,
which was fenced in with a strong bric k Wall, I with other
friends ran out into the middle of the Ground, where the
Ground was waving like to a Sea, we could not stand but
beheld the Walls and houses Shaken , as a Man should shake
a twigg , till they were laid nat round us . 7

It was the trading center which suffered most.
In the space of three minutes, about half an hour after eleven
in the morning Port Royal, the fairest town of all the English
plantations, the best emporium and mart of this pa:t of the
world, rich, plentiful of all good things, was shaken and shattered
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to pieces, sunk, into, and covered for the greater part by the
sea; few of the houses are left whole, and every day we hear
them fall. s
Sad relation from Port Royall which bei ng chiefly on a
Bank of Sand, endured not so much shaking; for the Steeple
first falling , the Wharfs next the Harbour giving way, all
the Houses thereon run down with the Land into th e Sea ;
Ours with divers others near two fathom s under . . . in a
moment almost the whole Place was under Water. 9

Joseph thought that two thirds of the population
of Port Royal were lost, "Some sunk into the Earth,
some knocked on the head by houses, some cut to
pieces by timber", at least seven people, including
"my dear Father" were lost at the Norris place "being
all at home in the House and Shop, sunk down with
it." IO Joseph lost about £3000, saving "not so much as
a Bond, Bill or Book", and according to a sort of
family tradition all that was saved of the estate was
a cradle floating in the bay, bearing "a female negro
Child alive, & a large silver Dish." 11 The dish belonged
to Thomas Norris, and the child, apparently the daughter of the Negro who died in Norris' house, became
a family servant, whose death Isaac 11 recorded in
1751, "Old Negro Bess dyed Suddenly." 12
Tremors were felt even on June 20, when Joseph
Norris wrote:
This Earthquake continues to give smart shakes, may be
twenty times in twenty-four hours, giving a Report like a Gun
when it begins, wh ich keeps People still in dread . I)

The Rector of Port Royal also mentioned "returns
of the earthquake every hour" and added "I am afraid
to stay, and yet know not how , in a point of conscience at such a juncture, to quit my station. " 14
Isaac Norris, in Philadelphia, was unaware of the
trouble, in fact wrote in July " It is Joy to me to
hear thou art well, with Mother," and told of his
good health in the city.15 At the same time he wrote
to Mordecai Lloyd, "truly methinks I long to see my
Relations" although " the tediousness of ye time is
diverted by thy Relations [e.g. Mary Lloyd] and my
friends." 16 Since business was slow and the trip "not
like to be very profitable," Isaac was anxious to get
back to Jamaica. He summarized his own condition
for himself and to his correspondents:
I have had my health in these parts (blessed be God) and
have thriven in flesh since my departure. 17 I have no reason
to repent my Voyage, though it is not like to be very profitable .
understanding the Markets are low ... But I can admit of no
other result than going to Jamaica. 18

Norris proceeded "from Philadelphia in Delaware to
Port Royall in Jamaica" between 8 August and 13
September 1692. The merchant company departed
from the city of brotherly love on 8 August, from
Chester on 10 August and from New Castle on 11
August, fulfilling Isaac Norris' now often expressed
longing to return to his more familiar family island
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home. ' 9
When the young merchant sailed from Jamaica, he
presumably carried recommendations from the development of Norris family trade with Philadelphia. By
chance, the ship returning the young merchant met a
"Sloop bound for Curasoa" just east of Jamaica.
Only then did Norris learn the news of Port Royal's
destruction, which was confirmed on September 13,
1692, the next day, when his ship arrived in the once
familiar harbor. 20
Landing produced a series of emotional shocks.
"We arrived the 13. instant to a miserable Place,
when I received the News of my Father's death ."
Isaac's sister had died a week before his arrival,
"and my dear Brother the next day after."
Little wonder Isaac was not anxious to stay "in a
Place which is now odious to me, and where the
strokes of Death are continually sounded in my Ears. "2 1
The last thing Joseph wrote to Isaac, before succumbing to the fever which followed after the earthquake
was to "charge thee ... that thou live thy little time
soberly, moderately and temperately. " 22
Depression struck Isaac Norris. He spelled out his
problem.
I am now stript of whatever was near to me, viz!. My
Father, Brother and Sister, and of a large family, there is
now none left of the name but myself. I am as one alone in
a wide World , though it is uncertain how long I shall continue ... There is no happiness I find like a great Mind and
firm Soul, that can bear afflictions with a Christian Courage
and lay down its all for Peace with its Maker. 2)

He stayed in Jamaica less than two months, went then
to the Bermudas until June 1693, and after a stopover
at Kingston, Jamaica, in August 1693 (largely due to
pursuit by French ships) Isaac Norris bid farewell to
Jamaica, whose inhabitants generally were "not at all
reformed as I see." 24 He travelled directly to Philadelphia, never again returning to Jamaica.
As he took leave of Jamaica, Isaac Norris faced an
uncertain future. Yet his fortunes changed with lightning speed . In August, 1693, under sail to Philadelphia, he had less than £100 and no place to call
home. B Early in March 1693/ 4, obviously profiting
by the earlier letter of introduction to the Lloyd family,
and commended by his moderation, "sweetness of temper and courtesy of manner," in short, a prospect
"universally acceptable," Isaac Norris and Mary Lloyd
married. The marriage, after the manner of Friends,
took place in the house of Samuel Carpenter, on
Front Street. Thomas and Prudence Lloyd and their
sons Mordecai and Thomas were present, as was also
David Lloyd. 26
The celebration of the marriage may have become
too animated, for a complaint about acclamations made
at the marriage of Thomas Lloyd's daughter to Isaac
Norris, was sent to England . Samuel Carpenter and

David Lloyd were included on a commillee to end an
answer "for the learing of Truth, and our deceased
friend Th o mas Lloyd from [this) gros imputation.""
Th e death of Thomas Lloyd, like Penn, 0 fordeducated, and a respected leader in the political and
religiou s community, struck orris particularl hard.
Isaac, lacking a family of hi s own, enthusiastically
became a part of the Lloyd clan, led now by young,
seafaring Thomas Lloyd. H e joined Rachel Lloyd
Preston and her hu sband Samuel of Jama ica and Pen nsylvani a, Hann ah and Richard H ill, a Maryla nd
Friend, recentl y arrived in Philadelphia . More dista nt
Lloyd relatives were Elizabeth and Daniel Zachary of
Boston. Prestons, Hills, Lloyd s and Norri s' served in
the new generation of bu siness and religious leaders
in Pennsylvania, and usually were active in politics
as well. 21
Robert Elliott, a correspondent of the Lloyd famjly,
wrote encouragingly to Isaac Norri s some months after
the wedding :
Understanding per thy brother [-i n-law) Mordecai L1 0ydes
leller from thee wch came to my hand, o f th y being set led
all Philadelphia & well maryed. I wi sh ye mu ch Joye &
was & am truly Joyful to hear o f thy well doeing & should
be glad to Cores pond wth thee. 19

Two daughters, Mary and Hannah, were born to
Isaac and Mary Norri s in 1694 and 1696 . Three
more children were born by 1700, but of these only
the first son, Joseph, lived to his majority. Isaac
and Mary Norris first lived near the Prestons on Front
Street. On the occasion of family trips, Samuel and
Rachel Preston cared for the young Norris children
who could not travel. On a journey somewhat.longer
than ordinary in 1702, two couples travelled to Boston
to visit the Daniel Zachary household; this modest
family reunion was planned by Hannah Hill, Mary
Norris, and Elizabeth Zachary. The visitors arrived
despite recurring illness, for a relatively short but important family visit. The Zacharys' looked forward
to the event, writing on 5 September 1702 to a mutual
friend in Jamaica, that the travellers had not yet arrived, but "wee dayly expect to See Bro. Hill, Brother
Norriss and their wifes. ")0 There is no indication of
the date on which these four adventurers left Philadelphia, nor of means of transport, although they
probably went by ship, but they did arrive well in
Boston on II September. Norris' condition following
this travel is graphically described:
I have had 3 fitts of an Ague & feavor wth Violent Vommitting wch has brought me weak & taken away my Stomack ...
At [New) York it is & has been Extream Sickly. Many
Dye of ye Distempr being a Malignant feavor, Such as was
wth us 3 Years Since. Tho this is my well day, yet I cannot write much Very Easily.)'

Richard Hill mentioned their return from Boston as
about 20 October, so the visit was of some dura-

tion, although be au e of the i kne experien ed they
ma ha e stayed longer than originally planned. Sa k
home in Philadelphia, the hildren who had been left
behind, ere found to be \ ell," "but I believe Our
\l i e will s erce be fill to Journey againe for ome
time. "JJ The fe er in
e
ork 0 upied 1 aa '
thoughts, so that after returning home, he wrote to
J onathan Dickinson:
It was ye same as here 3 years ince.
orne hundreds
dy'd and many Left e Town for many ",eel-s, o t as ",ee
went and came along Ibackl ye place eemd almost desolate."

orris himself did not feel well and "could not la\
off ye distemper clearly till abt a eek after ee gOIl
home" and three weeks after the return trip, he men tioned that hi s "Eyes grow Sore, ch make me write
uneasily ." J>
The Jamaica-Pennsylvania trade attracted
orris
who was also early engaged in other West Indi es
trade. Norri s trading extended to include Madeira
and Lisbon in time. A fellow Quaker, Jonathan Dickinson, also prospered in the Philadelphia-Kingston
trade, so that he and Isaac Norris had much in
common, and carried on business and personal correspondence for more than a decade. Their epistolary
conversations ranged from prices of commodities and
the weather, to "the Barbados distemper" and the capture of four pirates, "supposed to be Kidd's men. " )6
Each acted on behalf of the other while both sought
to locate mercantile bargains in the commodities and the
precarious exchange they dealt with. For example,
Norris reported to hi s Friend in Jamaica:
I also read wth trouble ye Acco t thou gives of ye Rebellious
Negroes .
I Lell thy warehouse & wharf to Wm . Trent for [ 13 . IOs
per anno, for a year. I stood hard for [ 15. -; he would
not Give it & I thought a Little time Empty would make ye
difference ... I sold most of the Amity's Rum at 6/ 9 and 7s. ,
but there is 4 cask remains and one of melasses. As soo n as
Sold, Shall Send acc't Sales, as also acco't of OutSell and
Cargo of Sloop Amity. 37

A month later, Norris in Philadelphia, took note that
several vessels sailed from the port rather quickly so as
not to be detained,
for wee have had a Snow and now ye N West blows very
hard and is so cold yt wee Expect ye falling of ye wind .
Ye River will be full of Ice, so yt all outward bound
Vessells have hurry'd away Except this, wch I almost fear will
be catcht.
James Boyden in our Little Sloop Hazard is Embargo'd
in South Carolina, that Governor being on an Expedition ag[ains)t
St. Augusteen.
P .S. 14 December
It is now a Thaw and the Vessell
hastening away this tide, I cannot add much,more.)!

When Jonathan Dickinson rued in 1722, Isaac Norris
and James Logan were two of the "Executors &
Trustees" of his Pennsylvania Estate.)9
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The Slate Roof House at Second and Chestnut Streets served briefly as home of the
orris Family. After the death of Isaac Norris in 1735, his widow Mary Lloyd
orris preferred it to the country estate he had built. She lived there until her
death in 1748.
After 1700, finding ill resources ever increasing, Isaac
Norris sought a more satisfactory home for his
family. Following extensive negotiations, he purchased
the Slate Roof House which had been built by Samuel
Carpenter some years before. It was located on the
east side of Second Street, at Norris Alley, between
Chestnut and Walnut Streets. The house was roomy
and comfortable, and although centrally located, it retained a desirable privacy since the entrance was set
back full sixteen feet in a regular U from the wings,
with a spacious family wall-enclosed back yard. This
was the house James Logan had recommended for William Penn himself on his return visit of 1699. When
not in active Norris family use, it was the finest
rental property in all of colonial Philadelphia. The
purchase price of [900 paid by Isaac Norris, I, was
returned several times over in subsequent time: o
In personal dealings with William Penn, as in tho e
of an official capacity, Norris impressed the Proprietor as a dependable sagacious merchant and citizen.
Penn trusted Norris with important matters. In religion
and government, Penn, the older of the two, was a
kind of inspirational example to Norris. Both firmly
believed the strength of the province lay in the collaboration of sympathetic individuals. 41
Isaac wrote, "I can sincerely say I desire Penn's
memory may be handed to successive ages Not only as
a worthy Undertaker & Leader to ye Settlement, but
a kind supporter and preserver under God to ye
people." Penn's courage made a marked impression
upon Norris, "The more he is pressed, the more he
rises. He seems of a spirit fit to bear and to rub
through difficulties.'142
Penn's estimate of Norris was indicated when, in
sending William Penn, Junior, to Pennsylvania to learn
some responsibility, the father made a number of suggestions to James Logan which included utilizing the
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friendship and resourcefulness of the merchant Quaker
who had come originally from Port Royal:
Immediately take him away to Pennsbury and there give
him true state of things, and weigh down hislevities as well
as temper his resentments . . . I propose Governor Hamilton,
S. Carpenter, I. Norris, Young Shippen, and your easiest and
most civilized for his conversation .. . but the first chiefly.
Watch him, out-wit him and honestly overreach him, for his
good; fishing, little journeys (as to see the Indians) &c.,
will divert him; and pray Friends to bear all they can, and
melt towards him, at least civilly if not religiously. He will
orris
confide in thee. If S. Carpenter, R. Hill and Is.
could gain his confidence ... I should rejoice. Pennsylvania
has cost me dearer in my poor child than all other considerations .4J

But the Proprietor had seen only the beginning of mischief in that regard.
Instead of landing at Philadelphia as was both customary and fully expected, the newly appointed Governor John Evans and his charge, William Penn, Jr.,
who arrived as governmental trainee (possibly his
father's idea rather than the young man's), made port
in New York. They then travelled overland to arrive
almost unheralded after dusk:' Norris wrote to two
correspondents only a month apart concerning the young
man's late unfortunate arrival:
The Governor and W . Penn, junior, caught us napping;
they arrived late at night, unheard to all the town, and at
a time when we were big with the expectation of a Queen's
governor. 4S
Young Wm . Penn is come in wth a New Gov[ernmen)t
undr his Father's Comm[i ion) & ye Queens Approbation,
just at a time w[he)n Some were big wth Expectation that
ye Governmt was Lo t. 46

Good feelings abounded among Philadelphians if only
because of the arrival of the namesake of the great
proprietor. Within the first twenty years of the experiment on Delaware and Schuylkill Rivers, the participants were fully cognizant of the merits of freedoms,
rights and principles they enjoyed. Even from the very

start, disappointmen became evi dent.
0 em or J ohn
vans a nd youn g
illiam Pen n followed th eIr 0 '" n
counsel instead o f hearing out the elder the prop rietor had recomm end ed . On th e a m a l of th e
you nger name ake of th e fo und er , he a nd Jam e oga n
boarded a whI le at I ~aac orris's, and then, in June, too '." illiam
lark 's "great house," newly buill, on hestnut treet at the
so ulhwes t corner of ThIrd, where they kept "batchelon'
hall " and wh ere later Governor van joined them. 47

All that m uch later became far to o tame and the
young fellow eventuall y moved to a point o n the far
side of the city limits so he would not be constrai ned by town laws and Quak er limitation with in
the mun icipality. The elder P enn had ind eed made
q uite a co rrect interpretation .
orris was j u t as
o bvio usly q uestio ned by hi s more regular Friends about
thi s nearly scanda lo us conduct rumored about the area,
so tha t at o ne ti me he responded to direct queries
fr om Jonatha n Dickinso n:
Our young Proplrietolr . . . goes to no other worship &
Sometimes Comes to meetmgs - he is good natur 'd and loves
Compa lnyl but yt of frd s [Friendsl is to Itoo) dull . I say
this much to a nswer thy request. '.

On the other hand , No rri s too k no te of difficu lties
raised by Governor Evans and hi s associates in the
provi ncial government, which the merchan t, asked to
loo k o ut for the interest of Young William Penn,
Ju nior, felt did interfere . He wrote to a now unidentified corrspo nden t:
Friends' attempts to di scourage vice, looseness and immorality
(which increase) are baffled by their procla ma ti ons [fro m th e
G overnor and allies) ma king voi d their pre enta tio ns [tho e of
the mayor 's court. ]'9

T rue it was tha t the o lder generation, even t hough not
much older than the next, is prone to worry a bout
the morals of younger fo lk, as it is today. In this
case, there does appear to be some val id cause. Even
Father William P enn was sadder and wiser.
W . Penn, junior, with Evans as drin ki ng companion ,
became quite the scandal o f Quaker Phi lad elphia .
"Our Young Proprietor Seems to like ye C ountry and
talks of fetching his famil y, " according to Norris, but
the young man's actions "give me leave to t hink
otherwise. " '0 Norris' dismay grew as he contemplated
the senior Penn ' s chagrin .
During this same period, Norris entered into negotiations for a parcel of land which found its way
unexpectedly onto the market, as William Penn, Jr. ,
decided to realize a cash settlement from the manor
of WiIIiamstadt on the Schuylkill. It was in the manner
of Norris to say it simply: " W . Trent & I bot. of
Young W.P ., 7 Thousand Acres Just above Plimouth." H
O n the other hand, by his nature , James LOga..l tended

to e pound in o n id erabl y mo re d etail:
t night William Penn. Jun'r. old his m nor on
ill (no.... ornngton) to WIlham Tre:lI and I a .... orri
50 [
The) .... ere un .... illin to touch it. for .... uhout a
pro peet none .... 111 no .... meddle .... uh land; but m hI
he.... reso" ed to ell and lea\e the count!) .

e.

That arne ource allributed a tatement to ogan about
the arne time , on the lack of a ailable capital:
.. Money i 0 carce that man y good farmer no
car e e er ee a piece-of-eight of their 0 n throughout
the year. ")1
Fortunately by now,
orris had alue in hand;
th is purcha e wa for ub equent in e tment alue, and
not for immed iate re idence.
om then recom mended to Jonathan Di ckin on, " I
ould
die
ye to buy orne tract that may be now heap & a
lillie Remote & may probably pay Intere t of money
till thy hildren come to age .""
Thu the acquisition
of land pro ided the solid base on
hich to build
a substantial family, but it would be the remarkable
business sense and unbound ing energy of Isaac Norris I,
along with further as ociation with you ng men of similar
goals, which would b ri ng that possi bility to fruit io n .
Even so, the severe sho rtage of currency a nd exchange in Pen nsylva nia which James Logan reported
to William P enn , affected all t he mercantile interests
in the provi nce. Not man y mon ths after their seventhousand-acre land purchase along the Schuylkill River,
Norris and Trent were reported to have had second
thoughts :
'Tis to be noted tha t [to raisel this money [for the provi nce
a nd thus fo r the Pro prietorl 'tis absolutely impossi ble. There
are no buyers o f land : even W.T . [William Trent( and I. . [Isaac
orris) ar e not overpleased wit h their bargain. Had not land
been la tel y in request , the memory o f which still remains
with us, it would be near as low as twel ve years ago ... I
have discoursed very seriously with Samuel Carpenter, whose
judgment I take to be the' best of any man 's in the Province ...
and ... this Province cannot now raise anything; they have it
not, nor do i believe there is so much money as thou mentions
in the whole Government. We have no credit in England
and with what difficulty we make returns is suffi ciently
known. "

Bu t in fact, if Isaac Norris was in any way discontent, he fails to reveal t hat matter in his various
records.
The Quaker in Philadelphia never looked on trade in
Island commodi ties with the same enthusiasm he displayed for goods and land in Pennsylvania. Although
he received Negro servants in the Quaker province
from the Caribbean for re-sale, he did indeed lack
enthusiasm for the transactions . In a series of letters
reporting actions to Dickinson in Jamaica and goods
received from other Quakers on Barbados, Norris wrote:
Sampson I sold for [ 30 [but) Harry will not sell; the fellow
Grows so Subtill yt w[he)n any body comes to look on him. he
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Li mps heartily, tells them he's old and cannot do much.
I' m orry I did not Lett Bro. Preston have him . I a m now
forc' ! to clo th[e] ym. They a re so chilly they can ha rdl y
Stirr fro m ye fire a nd wee have Earl y beginnings fo r a hard
Winter. D[ea]r Jonathan, send mee nor recommend me no more
Negroes fo r sale. I do n' t like yt sort of business . Any thing
Else tho' Less considerable is much mo re Acceplable.'6

Isaac continued to make unfavorable comparisons
between Pennsylania and Jamaica, perhaps because he
had so thoroughly entrenched his family here, or for
reasons o f concern at earlier events on the island . Six
month a fte r he had complained about the difficulty
o f selling Wes t Indian Blacks in the Philadelph ia
market, he reflected a feeling of general concern over
lax attitudes and standards in even Quaker island settlements.
I Ca nnot but wth sorrow Ta ke Notice of ye Deolorable
Estate of ye Island a nd wt thou says o f Friends a nd mourne
wth you, my Dear Friends under ye Exercises & pray that the
Almighty may open up a way for ye acco mplishmt o f the
Desired RemovaJl ... 57

And nine months after his original complaints against
the unsalability of the servant Harry, he remained unsold, "I cannot yet sell Harry; he is very weakly &
cannot do a days work of any kind ." H
Isaac Norri s was so successful that James Logan,
Secretary to the Proprietor, described Trent and Norris
as "the most thriving men of the Colony, and the
chief traders of the place." Later Logan even more
lavishly called Norris "a man of business . .. whose
judgement I value far above any man ' s in the government, except Samuel Carpenter's. "19 Grain, such as
wheat, oats and barley, grown on Norri s farm s for
sale was often ground in Norris mills and the flour
barrelled for trade. An additional refinement in the
process was bread baked from Norri s flour, the loaves
to be packed in barrels and sold to sea captains or
used by Norris ships in overseas trade. 60
Ships in which Norris and Dickinson had mercantile
interest included The Amity, Unity , Mary, Rachell
and others which usually plied the waters between Pennsylvania and the islands of the Caribbean . The Amity
was nearly caught in the ice which froze the Delaware
at Philadelphia during the winter of 1702-1703. Indeed it did actually find itself frozen fast the following winter. Given the careful attention Norris paid to
details of trade and rather the rather unlikely event
they had two unlucky accidents, that all suggests
that Norris and Company traded right up to the very
last minute of possible departure and clearance of
ships . In fact, the Amity barely made port into Philadelphia from Barbados in autumn 1703.
aJmost cutt thro ' with ye Ice ... [Now) wee have had a
tedious winter. It Sett in ye Latter End of ye 9. mo .
[November) and never opened so as to get out a Vessell till
ye mdl Last mo . [February,) wch prov 'd a great damage.61
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Summer sailing was generally better, though Norri s
was especially gratified to report to Dickinson in 1704,
"Joseph Hamerton in Our new Sloop Mary (the finest
yt Ever was built in this place) made us a very good
Voyage to Barbados in 2 months." 62
On 7 and 9 December 1707 , the vessels Unity,
Rachel and Diamond all struggled to clear port before
the annual freeze, even to such extreme measures as
to sail outward bound on the First Day :
T his day the Sloop Unitye Saild Outwa rd to Madeira, Altho' firs t day of ye week. The wea ther Ex treem frezei ng
Last night fi ld the river with fl ooting Ice. Fears th is Night
will Shu t all Fast. 63
Th is day Saild hence the Sloop Rachell Bound to Madeira
a nd Sloop Diamond to Barbad os; the River Exceeding full of
fl ooting Ice. The Sloops are Greatly in danger , wch if they
Escape I mu st think Good Provi den[cel 64

Deck hands were occasionally Black servants in Norris
service:
Mem[oran)d[u)m that this day, 3d 6 mo [August) 1708, I
hyr' d Bro: Hill [Richard Hill ,) Bro: Norris his Negro Harry
at 30/-per mo. He gos On Voyage to Virg[ini)a and M[ary) land in ye Sloop Annapo/as March [an) I, Samuell Jones,
Mast[e)r. 65
Memdm : That I hyrd Bro [t he)r Norris his eg ro Harry to
Jo[n atha )n Bai ly, Capt[ai )n, the Sloop Ha nna ye 9mo [ ovember)
at 3d per mo."

Thu it would appear that Norris solved the problem
of employment for the wily and cunning Harry, who
always managed to be the very picture of decrepitude
when any buyer came near, by hiring him out to
relatives and to Norris and Company ships as maritime
help.
Logs from family estates, processed through family
enterprise sawmills, were stacked on wharves in Philadelphia for shipment to distant ports in local ships .
Timbers , planks, shingles and barrel staves were available for this market. When the ships returned from
other shipping centers with cloth, chocolate, canvas,
hinges , glass, sugar and salt to be sold from the ships
or at Norris trade stores, the same farmers, millers,
bakers and coopers purchased novel and necessary
overseas goods. 67
Beyond the products of his own estates, Isaac
Norris I traded in goods of remarkable variety for his
time and developed an unusually free attitude toward
trade in general. He vigorously opposed intercolonial
trade restrictions, most especially when bars were
established against products shipped from Pennsylvania.
But indeed, he went beyond that. He complained
of the monopoly theory so basic to the mercantilism
of his day .
This Philadelphian found it difficult to accept restrictions which kept him from markets which opened
before him. "The Spaniard, who is as jealous of his
trade in ye West Indies as of his wife at home, Allow

us to carry [provisions] in ye times of peace," he complained, "and hall ubjects of the arne crown be
Sufferd to do thus??"U
orris a lso prote ted when the pon collector refu ed
to accept non- ngli sh coin in payment of e ci e dut
Mony Still goes as formerly m Imitation of York, not"ith stand ing yc Proclamation is publishl.
ee now Generally rna e our
bargains for So many Pes / 8 & wee thmk I f it hers " e
Shall not be very Sencible of Loss for yt A Pc of / , nOt" Ilhstanding ye Different denominations will fetch as much yn as
now. 69

In a lime of rapidl y expanding commerce, I aac
Norri s r envisaged quantities of orris s hips and good
in numerou s Atlanti c and Caribbean port. Maryland
and Virginia co ntinued to enjoy normal trade, while
the port co ll ecto r in Phil adelphia enfo rced law to the
hilt. Norri s the pragmati st co uld see on ly that tho e
other states gained unfair advantage:
They ship off Tob[acclo as formerly & have & will cutt us
out of the Barbados trade for yl comodity. I also advise
ye that Maryland has not only laid aditionall Impositions upon
Liquors, but has totally prohibited bread, nour, horses & tobacco &c ... I shall on ly observe, in my poor opinion, that
as in generall none of the Pl antations ought to prohibit anything wch th e Laws of the trade allow, So ' tis barbarous
or ex treamly i1natured totally to prohibill bread &c., the Staff
of Life. 70

Ships of Isaac Norris and Company traded th roug hout the Caribbean area. This now extensive trader
speaks of a number of such desti nation s in a single
letter he wrote in late spring 1705 , "We have four
large vessels for Barbados and Anti gua ... however,
from Jamaica, sugar, molasses and cotto n mu st do
best." Later in the sa me mail, he appended, " I have
agreed within these two month s with two vessels to
carry my wines (of which 1 have a choice parcel of
old by me) and other goods, but they both loaded for
Nevis , hearing of an extraordinary market for flour. " 71
This Port Royal Friend in Philadelphia remained a
steadfast friend of William Penn in America, seconding
his proclamations and laws, admiring his proprietary
fortitude even though skeptical of Penn's economic
judgments. Surely James Logan, Provincial Secretary,
wrote the greatest number of letters to Penn in England
for that was his employment. Norris undoubtedly
wrote many more private letters to the founder than
anyone else in all America; they often extended for eight
full pages and range over twenty to thirty-five topics
per letter.
In a single letter, for example, Norris complained
about English non-Quaker objectors to the Pennsylvania provincial government or those who would change
it:
On the olherside I could wish a more ready condesention
to what is reasonable, just and for ye true interest of the
place, & yt some puncttillios were rather stept over, yn wee
should be left thus open & naked stript of all Lawes and

Pri\ "edg~ t might be some Barner to an arbllr3I)
lion. I f such an one hould unhappily be o ur LOll - !

mini Ira -

He then mo ed to the problem of tardine in tran port of official paper in tran 0 eani -pa age and the
appro al of pro incialla\ :
In order to lac omp" h tht impro\ementl If "CC ould
hear "t "as become of our La" on)t Ide (or rather yt
the "ere confirm'd, for 'II no" mUller'd "CC ha\c none, by
thy nenlles aggravated a design by droppmg "t "CC had on yn neglecting to present ym to ye Queen) .
mee
firm'd . ..
thou hast been pleas'd to grant harter to Pro"n e
it),
that the may not be unreasonabl Opugned ... on the Preten e of weak or l ale- dmmistration . )

Indeed this plain friend wa ju t \ armed up, though
he realized he might easil offend e en a kindl proprietor, but the subject of re triction on trade, whether
parliamentary or proprietary, brought his combati e
SPlflt. He contin ued, with justification for his clear
but sha rp language:
I beg, excuse for being thus homely & plain, & lea e to
add that some things unhappil y give too much occasion, and
I fear will keep a handle in thy nemies hands wch I would
have feign have wrested OUI. And that is the raising Impositions wthout Law ... A small sloop such as co uld be formerly
c1ear'd for abt 34s., will now come to near [4 .-.-. Great
complaints from those concern'd in Law Suits of Extra agant fees. I wish that bill of fees had been perfected ere
thy going off, for now having no Law in ye case, all do
wt is right in their own Eyes .H

When necessary, the irate trader Friend came right down
to names an d cases in point. H e cited co mmon practice and custo mary actions to justify hi s financial
stand, but it does tie in with his ea rli er objection
that Pennsy lvania was being squeezed out of the island
trade by more lax enforcement by mercantile officials
further south:
J .M . [John Moorel is collect r and (whether to appear yt
more just & thereby to keep ye office I shall not determine)
not only weighs to a pound all tobacco, but refu ses (not
withstanding ye scarci ty of mony) to take ye Duty in Specie,
tho' the Act o f Parliament expressly allows it; and further,
whereas it has been always usual here (as in England) that
in case a loss arise before the tobacco arrive at ye intended
port , wee sho uld have Libarty to ship off ye Like quantity
for the Same duty . He Refuses us this. We have none to
co mplain to in yt case butthee. 7 S

Still, Isaac Norris wrote as confidante and long-time
companion of the older man 's . Real admiration and
genuine approval of poLicies which had made the religious experiment possible were in the mind of Norris
at all times; occasionally he saw fit to spell some of
them out in more detail, as in the very same letter
as thoroughly cited above:
Wee may yet hope a happy conclussion. I add that I
mean this honestly and wthout ye least design of encroachmt on thy interest but as it may be safe and honorable to ye
and th y memory, wch I can sincerely say I desire may be
sweetly handed to successive ages. Not only as a worthy
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Undrtaker & Leadr to ye Settlemt, but a kind supporter
and pre erver undr God to ye people. 76

Thi venturesome Pennsylvania Friend even ranged into
the field of political judgments, "hints att some
thing wch may phaps slip more important pens."
But in fact he did worry about outcomes, he saw
problems looming on the near horizon. Hi s own position was crystal clear: " I heartily wish (and while I
was concern'd, honestly endeavour' d) a good undertanding. " Norris was surely a man of his own time
while Penn was perhaps three hundred years in advance of his . Like most contemporaries, Norris feared
too much popular power in politics as in political
matters. "My opinion," as he put it, described those
who had too much concern as well as too little,
who by linking imaginary wth ye true interests o f ye Country
& therewith couch & Cover their own interests and disgusts,

do so perplex Affairs as to prevent a good issue . .. and
do by thi s means not only evade anything for Support of
Governmt but prevent a good Settlemt (as phaps they think
it in their Int erest) under our present Establishml. 77

Numerous epistles traversed the broad ocean but few
were as full of news and the genuine concern as were
those exchanged by Penn and Norris .
Some years ago I made the following assessment of
Isaac Norris (l671-1735) and it seems a fine, concise
picture of him today:
The elder Isaac
orris was a responsible leader on the
political, religious and economic scene of early 18th Century
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Pennsylvania. Agricultural innovator and systematic businessman that he was , Norris wrote long letters, kept a daily
journal and entered many items into his account books himself.
This country squire who was a Friend, maintained detailed
financial records of his numerous enterprises, of hi s several
plantations , and of the many farmers and tradesmen who
wo rked for him . Norris and hi s so ns kept a set of books
in hi s own version of double-entry bookkeeping, which utilized
numbered accounts, and whi ch was a model of efficiency in
the early years of the province. 78

Most appropriate is to complete this assessment with the
very judgment of Isaac Norris himself as he wrote
it at mid-thirties, in the very midst of a busy life
but which in every way states his central ideal as
Friend and as merchant:
The frequent co nversation of fr[ien]ds is necessary, and when
at a Distance Letters are ye medium for conveyi ng ye Images
& Ideas of our minds; and where that 's Omitted , ' tis a Just
tax of neglect in friendship .79

By 1718 Jonathan Dickinson had come to Pennsylvania to join Norris and fellow Friends in congenial
comm unity of like-minded souls. It is possible he
never fit into the Pennsylvania pattern late in life
quite as thoroughly as did Norris, who had left the
islands as a mere stripling. The diary of Isaac Norris
voyage from Jamaica to Philadelphia contains numerous references to places to become quite famous in
time, but it never quite achieved the widespread prominence which was accorded to the travel of Jonathan
Dickinson, shipwrecked near Cape Canaveral in Spanish Florida.

Fair Hill Plantation, country estate built by Isaac Norris in the Northern Liberties, between
Frankford and Germantown, in 1716. From then on, he paid less attention to commercial
affairs; more to politics andfarming. Sketch by Sally N. Dickinson, c. 1810.
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Ma rch 5: This mornin g took leave of my Friends
and relation s and about nine o'clock took wherry with
my brother Joseph, Mo rdecai Lloyd, amuel rawley,
with my friend John Lloyd who is bound in the same
voyage in the sa me Sloop. Soon after we co me aboard,
the wind came up Southwardly, and being a little past
Gun Key, after many good wi shes on both sides, my
Brother with Mordecai and Crawley took their leave of
us. This night proved the last of our poor boy's life,
who was washed overboard, as al so one of our sling
guns, with some other small damages.

10: This night sat up to write to Father & Brother
J oseph .
15: About the 4th hour this morning made land. In
the afternoon made a town, and two Castles on the top
of a hill wh ich comes bluff down to the Sea. This
town we su ppose to be St. Jago. It seems to be a fine
ha rbour a nd well fortified.
16: Stood off fo r sea, and there it falling calm till the
afternoo n we lay sporting ourselves with fi shing.
"And like va li ant Sparks
We killed two Dolphins & as many Sharks."
17: T his morn ing we made Cape Maysi, having had
a fa ir wi nd a ll night. Here we looked out sharp for
what we desired not to see, viz . , a sail, and about the
8th hour thought we saw one. Many verdicts passed:
o ne, tha t she was a Brigantine, and bye & bye a Ship,
bu t still she stood atwa rt [sic] our fo refoot (this was
the general opinion), then he was a Rogue by his working
to be sure. But in a n ho ur 's time the frig ht was
over when we plainly perceived it to be a white rock
in the hill. A fair evening and a full calm.
20: I began to admire o ur Boa t 's sailing; she ran aU
this night after the rate of six or seven leagues a watch .
Here I took the Sun's A zimuth .
22: In the evening we came fair up with Exuma, but
dared not venture in , in the Night.
23: Came to anchor at Exuma right against the Pond.
We hoisted our canoe and went ashore, where we
found the Governor keeping a Salt Tally:
Here was
no likelihood of s,alt to be had for Three weeks, and
then uncertain, here being as we were informed about
fifty vessels among the islands to load salt. This night
we resolved to go to wood and water at Providence,
and to make the best of our way to our port.
24:

We weighed from Exuma.

25 : Made Eleuthera, and there arne to anchor.
aw
a moke a little to the Ea tward of the pia e where we
anchored & percei ed tv 0 or three men. 1 \ ent a hore
with the laste r and J ohn Lloyd, and one of the men
we had see n came to U.
t fir t he \ a afraid, but
seei ng us land without arms, came up and in ited u
to hi s hou e, he being both Go ernor and ubje there,
for there was no other person on the place but himself, Wife & hog, which followed him like a dog. The
Old Woman was overjoyed at a little Rum e carried
ashore. She drained it and smoked, till he talked u
weary. Here was a man who came over from Exuma
Key in a little open boat. After we came on board
again, the wind and sea increased, being a true orth
Wester by his sharpness, and toward day cau ed us
some aching hearts: we let go our small anchor, reefed
our Mainsail (if possible to cast her the right way)
ready to get to sea. There broke a reef at low water
just under our stern. But it pleased God that our
anchor held . She rolls desperately, which makes her
ride the easier.
26: All this day the wind continued and everybody
complained of cold as if in a Winter country. Towards
night the wind began to assuage its fury and about the
11 th hour Westgate. weighed.
27: In the morning saw land ahead. Here we followed a Brigantine who had on board one Da niel
Thrift, a man nearly blind, yet an excellent Pilot
among these Islands . We came into a na rrow passage between these Keys, which a re alm ost innumerable.
About the 1st hour, made Providence.
28: This morning and about the 8th ho ur cam e o n
board, weighed , and under o ur Ji b, run down to the
city Nassau . Our Master went ashore fi rst, and quickly
after, Jo hn and myself. I went at o nce to the Governour 's, who showed me a rarity of thei r country:
a po tatoe of about thirty-six inches ci rcum ference.
A fte r this I went with John to Capt. Holloway's ,
where we had a neck of veal for breakfast. I passed
most of this day in campany with the Governour , and
at night by his invitation lodged with him.
29: Here I found several that I knew, viz., Captain
Bowden, Capt. Holloway, Mary Scott, Mary Wood
and Dr. Clark . Little more of moment this night.
30: This day t_he Governor proposed to us a voyage
to Crooked Island and would engage to load us with
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Salt at 2d. per Bushell . We have just agreed and only
wait for a confirmation in writing . This night I laid
with the ingenious Dr. Clark.
31: This day went to dinner at Edward Horne's .
We had a young Shoat and Turkey with liquors
suitable. I lodged with Dr. Clark.
April 2: This morning myself and John signed the
Articles with the Governour and prepared to sail. The
Governour came aboard and we hoisted up the Flag
and the Fort gave us three Guns. Here came aboard
us, to take leave of the Governour, Dr. Clark, Capt.
Holloway, Capt. Buckley and R. Mackarolls.
4: At day break we made the Rocks of Exuma right
ahead and about the seventh hour came in ahead of
Gilbert, who, out with his Jack & Pendant a d gave
us three guns. He was so civil (like a New England
man) to send his boat to desire the Governour to come
on aboard; but the Governor rememberd to send him
the same message. Gilbert did so and breakfasted with
us and then carried the Governour and John Lloyd
on board his ship. There they remained till about the
third hour and then took boat & went ashore. Went on
board Whanton where Frank Reeves and I eat some fish;
after this I went with four oars in the canoe a hore. This
road of Exuma is a wild road open to the ocean, so that
there runs a great sea if the wind be between West and
East. I steered and got in very cleverly, all of us nimbly
stepping out, and hauled out the canoe. I went up to
the Deputy Governor's where I found the Governour,
Capt. Gilbert, John Lloyd and others eating cheese
and drinking punch. It growing late, I designed to go
off, and so to do went down to the canoe but before we could get our company together, the Governour
came down & stepped in, so that all hurrying in we
shipped a great deal of water. Myself endeavouring
to set off with an Oar, by the rolling of the sea,
missed my ground and got wet. The Canoe still taking
in water frightened his Honour as well as wet him.
After we got to our oars, Gilbert came and carried
him to his Ship. We followed and it now being very
dark, a great sea and very cold, I looked for another
dip. However got on board, drank part of a bottle
of wine and a bowl of punch & then coming out of
a warm cabin with my wet clothes was forced to bear
with the extream cold till I got on board, then shifted
and went to sleep with a good will.
S & 6: Tarried on board, not daring to go on shore,
the sea ran too high.
7: The Governour came on board & we got under
sail.
8: Made Cat Island in the morning. About noon
made Long Island where we anchored and I went
ashore with my gun, but got nothing, save a few
shells and curiosities.
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9: We rode all this day in the same place. This
morning I was taken with a Fever. It continued till
evening. At night I took a pill and by the morning
sweated it out.
10: Weighed anchor. In the evening reached Little
Island.
13: Made Crooked Island. Came to anchor within
the Reef, just by the Governour's Bark . Captain
Haseley, The Master, came on board and told us there
had been Salt but the rains had spoiled it. In the
afternoon I went on shore and followed the pond about
half a mile, where I found the salt caked thick and
hard and fit to rake. Came on board and the Governour sent for his things resolving to go down in the
Bark.
14: The Governour having fetched all his things
away, the Bark prepared to sail. He sent on board
for me to receive a permit to rake Salt now or at any
other time. A little after, John came aboard and
brought the Articles of Agreement. He then weighed.
John and myself went out with him a little way &
then came back in the canoe. This morning we consulted and found the Salt not likely to be got, it
being continual showery and squally weather and a great
rain fallen the last night, so that the time of our
lying here being uncertain, our men protesting they
would not, nor could not rake and carry salt so far
as the way between the Pond and the Sea. Water
and provisions likely to fall short, we concluded the
the first fair wind to proceed on our voyage. Accordingly I went ashore with all the hands (which were
now four besides the Master and ourselves), hauled up
the canoe & mended her where she was Staved. We
cut wood and about the third hour came on board,
where we had left the Master to cook the Pot. Went
to dinner and afterwards put all the cash into John's
hands by his desire.
IS: This morning weighed with the wind at NNE and
about the second hour
16: the next morning spied a fire ashore up Rum Key.
We went ashore and found no sign or likelihood of
Salt. This afternoon Capt. Dibbs came on board,
being very ill inquiring for anything of Physic. Such as
I had I gave him but am afraid the Poor Man will
lay his bones in this desolate place.
17: This day the wind blew very hard. Dibbs very ill.
18: Wind at NEast and blowing very hard. We were
forced to continue at anchor. I sent Dibbs a couple
of Matthew's Pills. He took one in the morning, the
other at night. This afternoon I copied a Platt of the
Lucaye Islands.
19: This morning went to see Dibbs and carried him
some more pills. Was invited to dinner of fresh fish
by Capt. Herbert and afterwards went ashore where I

found John and the Master, who had been crabbing.
H ere 1 met Dibb' s Mat e and by much per uasion,
bought a triangular Quadrant of him.
20: Thi morning we heeled Our es el and cleaned
her . The wind co ming about, weighed and ran do\',n
along the shore to the West End. Here [ had an
observalion and found Latitude 23.28, from whence
1 Lake my departure.
21:

Saw

at lsland .

28: We now reckon ourselve clear of
a nd therefore hau l away more Westerly.

ape Hatteras

29: Saw ab undance of Rock Weed. Sounded, but no
gro und a t fifty fat homs. H ere we saw Penguins .
30:

Yesterd ay got soundi ngs in eighteen-fathom water.
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PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH LIFE ALONG
SWITZER RUN AND PENN'S CREEK
by ROY W. SAUERS
"These various collected poems and verses pertain to
life as I knew it in Union and Snyder Counties, Pennsylvania during years of impression: the time of growing up." These are but a few, and a modest selection
at that, of the many bits of verse, more formal
poetry and some prose writing that Mr. Sauers has
composed in his more than four-score years. Obviously
he can still hear the distant sounds from country
places and from the times of youth, for he replicates
the events and the sounds; he brings back the many
kinds of earlier experiences. We trust the reader will
enjoy the short, quick thrusts into past familiarities
- ED.
which are more rare today to many of us.
When Spring Is Here
Whon de zwivila woxa so
Un de hinkla goxa so
Don ich wais das free-yore ist dough.
When the onions grow so
And the chickens cackle so,
Then I know that spring is here.
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Then Spring Is Here
When the onions start to grow
And the chickens cackle so,
Then I know that spring is here
And my heart beats with cheer.
Robin redbreast then will come,
Bees and flies then buzz and hum,
Maple trees turn scarlet red,
Onions green the onion bed.
Yard and garden then are clean
And the yard is em' raid green,
Daddy plows the sod for corn,
And 'tis time that sheep be shorn.
Then I know that spring is here,
Resurrection of the year Time to shout and time to sing,
Romp and play, hang up the swing.
February 18, 1980

Spri,n g time in the Du tch ountry was a happ} and
busy time for the old and young alike, The plea ant
days put pep and cheer into the hearts of all and nature
wa~ ri ght in lin e :,ith the gaity of pring. The earl}
spring work went Into high gear, not only in the hou e,
yard and ga rd en, but out in the field a well. The
early plowing: barnyard manure hauling, oat owing,
orch~rd pruning, fence repairing, sheep washing and
shearing and ever so many other thing, kept e erything bustling.
The hou sewife was busy with soap boiling, carpet and
bedding to wash, cleaning the summer-hou e, setting
hens and si milar job about the place . E en the farm
li vestock and poultry, it seemed, caught the spiri t of
merrim ent that was so typica l of springtim e. What a
joy to hear layin g hens cluck and cackle all day long!

Crank Corn Sheller
(Buckeye Sheller)
' Round by ' round the crank does turn
As each ear does twi st and churn
Down the slot and open top
And the cobs out co b-end drop.
Under sheller corn does fall
Into measure somewhat small,
Half a bushel, more or less,
I suppose or so would guess.
As for me, I like the rattle,
Humming, drumming endless prattle,
Of the fan and turning wheels
As big crankwheel reels and reels
And I shout in mirth and glee
Happy as a youth can be.
January 31,1980
In our corncrib-granary, we had a hand-turning Buckeye Corn Sheller. To us boys it was a fascinating
thing because it made a lot of noise while the corn
shelling was in progress.
The corn ears had to be seasoned and dry before
the shelling. The corn was dropped into the top slot
of the sheller and the rotating wheels rubbed the corn
grains off the cobs dropping the grains of corn under
the sheller into a half bushel measure and pushing the
cobs out a slot hole in the rear. A fan blew the
dirt of the cobs out with the cobs. The fan wheel
was turned by a belt from the crank wheel. One person could shell a lot of corn in a short time and turn
the crank and feed the corn ears into the slot himself.
In our case, as a rule, twin brother Ray and I worked
together. One turned the crank, while the other fed
the ears into the slot on the top of the sheller. This
was a great improvement over shelling corn by hand.
Hand shelling was achieved by rubbing the grains of
corn off the cob with the fingers and hand with twisting
motions or turning the hand.

,Han Wh o Will ucceed
The man \\ ho I..now he an u eed
till i a man of human breed,
But different from the moving thron
In that he doe hi faith prolong.
o reach the goal he ee ahead
Though mde and mile he till mu t tread
To reach the goal he \...no\\ he'll rea h
I f the Lord he \\ ill be eech
nd do the be t he e er can
The ri\er ro and cha m pan
nd om ard pre through heat and cold
To Rainbo\
foot and POt of Gold.
nd that' the man \ ho \ ill u eed
o maller hat hi name or reed.
January 29, 1980
Thu , succi ncll y, a philo ophy of stri ing a nd of ucces .

The Oak That Was
The Oak that was
but is no more
Has told its tale
and paid its sco re.
H left a hol e
right in the air
At which the pass ing
yea rs do stare.
And so do I
and so do you
With thoughts of old
and thoughts of new,
Of years that were
but are no more
Except the dream
of here-to-fore.
Oaks, like we do, return to du st,
Wood will rot and iron rust.
Mem'ries live as long as we
And in dreams the past we see,
Sweet and wondrous as can be.
Then, at last, plain dust we be.
2, January, 1980
While thinking of an old oak tree I had once known
I wrote the preceding lines early this morning.
'

What Made Lincoln Great?
What made Lincoln great?
Simple is, yet hard to state.
First of all, I do suppose
'Twas the man and not his clothes;
Next to that was HUMBLE POOR,
Honest, yes, and could endure
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Hardest kind of stress and toil
In the frontier's rough turmoil,
Knew the Lord and trusted Him,
Though his knowledge was quite slim,
Had compassion, mercy, too,
Strong desire to pursue
Education best he could
Taking time as learner should
Reading, writing, figuring
Maybe even jiggering
By the open fireplace
Ambers lighting up the place
With the family over head
Fast asleep on bearskin bed .
Law and politics he learned;
Strong de ire in him burned
For position in his STATE
Where good laws he'd advocate,
So he strove to place attain
And in politics remain
Where he'd erve the RIGHT and GOOD
Best, as any leader could .
Serfdom, sure, he did oppose,
Faced, debated freedom's foes,
Douglas met and held at bay,
Planned to rise some future day
To the head of the U.S.A.
Serving nation wisely, well,
and rebellions meet and quell.
Hist'ry tells us page by page.
Of our statesman, of our sage,
Wisest man of day and age,
Honest Abe, great PRESIDENT,
UNION saved as top event,
Slaves set free as co mpliment
To the freedom of mankind.
Ev'rywhere, of ev'ry kind.
These are things that made Abe great
As our records do relate .
February 11, 1980. Tomorrow is Lincoln's
birthday. I wrote this as a tribute to him .

Filing Saws a Winter Day
In his winter shanty shop Filing, Filing, never stop Stood my Dad a-filing saw,
Broad-blade long old crosscut saw,
Clamped in vise a-top his bench
Firmly held in vise's clench "Screechy-scraw and screechy-scraw"
File kept fiddling teeth of saw
Till, at last, Dad dropped the file,
Loosened vise and grinned a smile
As he sighted down the blade
Then upon the setter laid
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Ready for the setting job
"Pipper-cob and pipper-cob"
Till each tooth had proper set
And the blade was keen as whet.
That was long and long ago Eighty odd, I well do know.
January 31,1980
Here I recall a winter saw filing scene as 1 saw it
when a five year old boy in my father's shanty carpenter
shop on a winter day in 1900.
My father was an outstanding Pa. Dutch carpenter
following in the footsteps of his father.

Shanty Lilac
Tight and snugly 'gainst the wall
Pressed the lilac, slender, tall,
High as eave of shanty roof, Seemed to sha nty tease, reproof,
For not givi ng it more space
For its beauty to up-rai se
Where the shanty flock and fold
Could its blosso ms well behold
And the fragrance waft at will
And each heart with pleasure fill
From the end of Merry May
To sweet Juney 's Bridal Day .
Oft I aw those plumes of white Still a joy and sweet delight.
January 31 , 1980
By the north side of our shanty grew a lilac bush
tight against the side of the shanty with its top above
the roofeave. It was near the back door of the shanty .
In blossom time it was a dream of beauty and
fragrance we all admired. So did the bumble bees on a
sunny day .
Now the memory of it brings back those precious
times of my childhood and the scenes of those years.
I am over 85, but 1900 seems like yesterday.

The Two O/Us
The Two of us are still around
The place we call our Camping Ground.
I mean my wife and booby self,
Not fairy lass or spoofy elf.
At eighty-odd we're still around
In bodies slow, but mental, sound,
A-smiling 'round and doing chore
The modern youths do much deplore.
Although we "ain't" what once we were,
We still enjoy the scented myrrh,
The joys that age and wisdom bring
And 'round us oldsters spread and fling.

e're growing old In love and grace
In proper time and proper place,
waiting time when curtain drop
nd both of us together top.
January 31, 1980
Ruth and I have been ery fortunate to pa
0 odd
years this far.
e were married in June 1925 . I thank
God for a good wife and good family of three children,
eight grandchildren and one great grandchild.
Life was a joy and bless ing and we pray it ill
continue so to the earth ly end and on out into the great
beyond.

How Soon Our Years Do Pass?
H ow soo n, how soo n we do grow old
And new sto ne wall turn green with mold
Whil e trees and fence di sappear
Through com ing season, year by year.
Bot h hou se and barn their face change
A-taking-on new looks, most stra nge .
At least to me now eighty-fi e
As I my former days revive.
But here and there I sti ll behold
Landmarks, serenely stro ng a nd bold,
That have survived the storm and fl oods,
The springtime t haws, the slu h, the muds .
And these, so mehow now stay with me
As fa r an d wide as I ca n see
Horizo n 'round me and ahead
To land beyond where spirits tread.
January 31, 1980
My reflections o n the past a nd my days of youth
remind me that a person grows o ld so soo n despite the
80 odd years that have passed. C hildhood seems only
around the corner. Nostalgia? Yes a nd no .

Frosty, The Winter A rtist
Window pane' s a fairyland
Sketched by Frosty's m ystic hand Ferns and roses, pine and spruce,
Grandiose, the mystics choose,
Curlicues of ev'ry kind
Art and science have not defined
Only fancy has divined
In mosaics that unwind
Fairy yarns of frozen silk,
Whiteas chalk and foamy milk.
Here it is - the mystic scene
Frosty put upon the screen.
Long I gaze and long I stand
Viewing Frosty's fairyland.

Januar)

I, 19 O.

Here agaIn, I re ailed a \\lnter ene I ften \Ie\\ed
on our I-Ilchen \\ Indo\\ pane \\ hen I \\ a a youn ter
under I\)'ear 0 age.
fro ted \\ind o\\ pane I , Indeed, pI ture que and
a wonderland of beaut) to the fan ) of a hild, or even
an adult for that mailer.
It' be ond the kill and art of a painter ju t a i the
no\\ f1a e.

abbler hop f 11 Wimer
Bell to e i ro ey red
nd it heat doe ri e and pread
here big obbler it and peg
ole on hoe abo e hi leg Rap-a-tap and rap-a-tap
Doe hi hammer tap and rap
Till the ole is firm in place,
Trim and neat, \ ith care and grace.
Then he ets the hoe a ide
With hi u ual grin and pride,
Take another and proceed
As detail he meet and heed
Till that shoe he et a ide
With the other to abide.
Out ide 'rou nd the cobbler' hop
Snow is deep and sparrows hop
On old pickets, white and gray,
On that J a nuary day.
January 31, 1980
Here I recall a winter cene of my Uncle John
Rinkard at work in his cou ntry home Cobb ler Shop
where he was happy at work on a January da y beside hi s
red hot coal stove in the center of the shop. H e was
seated on his bench by the south window half-so ling
shoes.

Our eighbors
Take ample time to love your frie nds
And for your erro rs make amend s
An ne'er forget yo ur angry foe
For love on them you must bestow.
The needy al so don 't pass by,
Nor sick and weary le ft to lie
In poverty and woe distress
While yourself you ease and bless .
The way you treat your neighbor friend
Determines how yourself will end.
So if success you would achieve,
Your neighbor's needs you must relieve
And help him bear his weary load
A-down life's thorny rutted road .
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February 1, 1980.
The way we trust our neighbor is the way the world
may apprai e our worth for good or for bad . We
should approve the good they do and help them correct
the wrong they do .
That' one good way to make good nei ghbors.

Lest We Forget
Le t we forget, Ie t we forget
Past memory and pa t regret,
We need to pau e and reapprai e
The go lden deed of ye terday .
Fair deeds our noble so ns ha ve done
For all the world to look upon
To guard, protect our heritage
A-down the year throu gh every age.
Unle we pay them due re pect
And our dutie not reject,
Our liberty and country, too,
Further honor will not pursue.
Our nation will go down in du t
And all the world will u mi tru t,
Lo e its faith in freedom' ca u e
And in perdition mourn and pau e.

The New Leaj
Today I turn another leaf
For good or worse, for cheer or grief.
The Lord him self does know just which
My lot will be - the bank or ditch .
The bank, of course, I hope 'twill be
With hea lth and cheer in good degree,
But will of God I will respect
And not hi s will denounce, reject.
Today I star t a page anew
And trust the Lord will guide me through
The day a nd weeks that li e ahead
And the li ght each one may shed
A-helping me my best to do
To self and friends and God be true.
February 1, 1980.
Today the new month begins. This means I may start
a new page or turn over a new leaf as the old
phra e puts it. To ha ve another chance is always a
new hope to do better. It' s a new try as King Bruce
o nobly aid.
One must keep on trying until a degree of success
i attained.

So let u not forget, forget,
And way at la t will then regret
That we have left our duties die
And to freedom bid goodbye.
February 1, 1980.
I am much concerned with the cau e of freedom and
our duty to preserve and protect it at every co t.

Let Us Pause And Pray
When day is done at set of sun
And chores are laid aside for night,
Then let u pau e and meditate
And pray to God to guide aright
Our humble lives and humble toil
In all we do and all we ay
To help our neighbors bear
A-down the long and stony way.
If this we do in spirit true,
The Lord will help u do our hare
And well and wisely toil
And with our neighbors truly bear
Our orrows, joy a good men hould.
Then all of u will hare the good.

February 1, 1980.
The matter of prayer is paramount in our daily live.
We hould never let a day pa without prayer. Prayer
is the power and con olation we all need all the time.
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WiththeAUTUM 1981iss ue ofPE
SYLVA IA
FOLKLfFE, the editor begins hi s fourth editorial year .
IL brings me some atisfaction that Volume 28 to 30
were both interesting and productive . 1 am still determined to achieve improvements in the three volumes
to come. It is both pleasing and gratifying that 0
many veteran contributors (indeed many of them already well-known authors) are now again submitting
articles for publication in PE
S YL VA fA FOLKL fFE. The reader will surely share my editorial
enthusiasm in our fine product as each issue succeeds
its predecessor. A note to all you out there, you who
have both interest and ability: Continue sending me
such eminentl y publishab le copy; send good illustrations along with that typescript, for photographs, line
drawings, diagrams and maps are likewise essential.
As an illustrated periodi ca l, we are mu(}h less likely
to publish an article lacking any illustration, though
with sufficient time, both article author a nd editor may
find suitable illustrat io ns elsewhere.
With Volume 31 we begin a new tenure as editor.
I not only enjoy your letters and comments on articles
a nd materia l published, I take both commendation and
rebuke seriously. Some of the most worthwhj le efforts
result in unexpected ly neutral reception, to be sure,
but then, you ca n 't win them all.
MICROFILM EDITIONS IN THE NEWS
In 1980 Judith Fryer completed the 25- Year IN DEX
to PENNSYLVANIA FOLKLIFE. It has certrun ly
enjoyed a most welcome reception from genealogical
researchers and library perso nnel alike. Purchasers
have been somewhat more reluctant although a modest
number of copies have been sold. Reception by the
general public may have burst upon the scene more
Hke a gigantic yawn. But then our advance editorial
discussions had underscored the fact that the plot of
an index is not calculated to keep people awake
njghts. We make cautious progress in our sales camprugn. More important to researchers than ti-}e exjstence of the INDEX itself is the avrulabiHty of re-

prints of article
ich are to be found therein . It
is true that we ha e em out e eral hundred uch
reprint, a total impossibilit without the e i ten e of
the l VEX.
Our Editorial Staff ha no\ turned it attention to
other item of interest and indeed, to just hat should
most urgently be made available in response to demand.
The answer appears to be quite clear: Microfilm publishing of specific items. This is a t 0- tep process,
as will be noted below, with first fruits of an already
operating procedure, but with more to follow. What
are we to do next?
Reels of microfilm appear to be an effective cost and
space comprorruse for many institutional libraries today.
Such items save shelf space while making available to
patrons and readers, many items where letterpress
copies have been out of print for years. In addition, in the case of our Shoemaker Folk Cultural
Files, described more in detail below, the researcher
had to travel to an archives source to use the only
original copy, to a small college library in Southeastern P ennsylvania where the archives remained open
on regular schedule for research and folk cultural
assessment for only two hours per week. Now that
these cards and the supporting letters and documentary
materials are available on microfilm, in a twentyreel set of Shoemaker Pennsylvania German Folk
Cultural File (W.T. Parsons, editor), with its supporting
elements, it ca n be used in virtual ly any library.
That means the materials and the index, the supply
of information it contru ns, may be handled in college
or uni versity Hbrary, in museum co ntext or in one of
the many public libraries. Obviously we hope that
people will see so me advantage of usi ng the Shoemaker microfi lm item in conjunction with our own
printed IN DEX to PENNSYL VANIA FOLKLIFE
magazine .
ConstJltation with the National Archives and our own
cost of production has led us to set the price at a
current $15.00 per reel of microfilm. Short descriptions .in form of a prospectus are avrulable to prospective purchasers. Send your inqillry to the EDITOR.
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THE SHOEMAKER FOLK CULTURAL FILES
The Alfred L. Shoemaker File, also known as
The Early American Index to Folk Cultural Information, is located in the Archives Collection of the Pennsylvania Folklife Society, 301 Myrin Library, Ursinus
College, Collegeville, PA . They may be cons ulted
there at regularly scheduled times or by appointment,
although the recent completion of the microfilming
of the files makes the whole more accessible than previously.
Professor Alfred L. Shoemaker, erstwhile professor
of German language and linguistics at Franklin and
Marshall College, Lancaster, spent twenty years excerpting folk cultural information, folklife data and
folk dialect references onto 80,000 file cards which
constitute the index portion of this major work . So
far as I can now determine, Doctor Shoemaker
entered all the information on the cards himself,
either in longhand or by typewriter. The eighty
thousand cards are catalogued alphabetically by topic
and sub-heading, with a considerable number of crossreferences and multiple listings under related topics.
This astonishingly productive professor, author and
editor undertook the staggering task of constructing
these entry cards on the many related folklore-folklife
subjects on his own initiative, while also heading the
establishment of an initial scholarly but folkish organization . Imitating European patterns and innovating
his own designs, he made the Pennsylvania Dutch
Folklore Center his very personal organization, though
he had assistance from Dr. Don Yoder , Dr. J . William
Frey and Walter E. Boyer, all connected in some way
with the college at Franklin and Marshall. Joel A .
Hartman and Donald M. Mylin of the College joined
them in circulation and financial aspects of the operation. But Shoemaker, Yoder, Frey and Boyer constituted the heart of the daily portion of the operation.
The Folklore Center held forth from Lancaster but ran
its Summer Folk Festival in Kutztown, PA, beginning
in 1950. Under Shoemaker's active direction, but with
support from the others, they also published a periodical
which gradually metamorphosed from The Pennsylvania Dutchman newspaper to the high gloss cover
Quarterly magazine Pennsylvania Folklife.
Upon the file cards in the Shoemaker Index are to
be found both identification and brief informal state-
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ments about the subject word or the sub-heading, or
at least that is the case in many instances. But the
cards are truly an index, sending the researcher to
other and related sources in other location s, museum s
and / or archives. A. L. Shoemaker has culled standard
works, ex tensive regional and local hi storical and folk
cultural printed items and the esoterica of dialect,
folk sayings and miscellaneous scholarly assess ments;
all that data he entered on hi s cards. He includes
many references to daily and weekly newspapers, especially from the nineteenth century , published either
in English or in German. Periodical articles and
other journal references also appear , although at this
writing, I presume there will be appended a short
bibliography of hi s so urces to assist with specific item
reference. To say that Dr. Shoemaker had an amazing
and almost unbelieva ble comprehension and knowledge
of local newspaper and literary sources, is the baldest
kind of understatement.
Some of the file cards also refer to a second great
source of information: personal papers amassed by
Alfred L. Shoemaker while on hi s way to convince
scholars in America of the validity of intellectual
endeavor and the value of folk cultural information
which had so drawn Continental scholars during a
previous hundred years. From interviews with folk
informants, correspondence with those informants who
lived at a distance and with other interested parties,
and from those and other contacts with fellow scholars
and characters and researchers in the field of dialect
use and folk cultural phenomena, he excerpted additional car:d rue information. Those original documents
are to be found in catalogued and indexed file folders,
the sys tem once again known only to Professor Shoemaker and not subject to interpretation today, although the folders do stand in successive numerical
order. They offer rich fields of investigation for the
discerning researcher; needless to say, they often require on-the-spot or more contemplative interpretation.
At any rate, those papers have also been photographed
and are included, though separated into distinct series
on the later reels of microfilm. The papers and documents on film furnish a wealth of local and personal
information and data to the researcher.
The reader and user is again reminded that, in the
same spirit of adventure and of dedication with whicn
Professor Doctor A. L. Shoemaker undertook his entire
project, he developed (constructed) his own system of
indexing and reference. The researcher must be ready,
alert and resourceful, that he try various possibilities
and combinations and then he may well strike intellectual paydirt. Shoemaker disdained, for example,
the ordinary basic index reference to authors of letters
sent to him, or to index by name the per on who
acted as folk sources, the references he 0 thoroughly
tapped and indexed otherwise. I wish he had added

perso nal name ca rd s to his inde.
ne ' now nOt
whcther to ca ll it an 0 er ight or an Intentional ru !>e.
hethcr hi file form wa due to thc pur uit 0 a
totally folk cultural index (which therefore had no u e
for per onal names, for he ccrtainly cho e to Ignore
them), or whether he thereby protected hi O\~ n c\c1usivc acces to so urces, we can only urmi c toda).
We know for certain that he co mpl etely di regarded
author and Litl e refere nce a ubject heading in hi
Index File .
In all candor, I mu t report that the utilization of
th e hoemak er o lk ultural Index ile i a eri table
adventure. P ath a re not a/\ ay direct but a wealth
of information is handl ed there, ub umed unde r o metime very obviou but occa ionally a bit urpri ing
topic headin g . When occasio nall y a re earcher in the
Dutch o untr y i abso lutely ce rtain that he ha di covered a brand new thesis, item , or reference, he i
often chag rin ed to di cover that hoemak er had found
it first, and that, thirty or forLy yea r ea rli er. There
they are, clear as day, in the hoemak er file. And
that occurs time and time a ga in. Th e fil e i e pecially
use ful to veteran resea rchers with a nose for trackin g
down some co ntinuou s thread of de tail : marvelous ly
extended case are to be di cove red there (and u ed a
teaching examples) and a re in themselves a reward for
the search.
The fi le card (and so the very portion of mi c rofilm on which th ey appear) afford repeated examples
of topical divi sion, ubdivi ions, ub-headin g and va riation on topic theme found among the folk. The
Ind ex File tands, indeed, as a tribute to the singleminded purpose of the unique, inqui sitive and penetrating personality of Doctor Alfred L. Shoemaker, that
the index exists at a ll. The unity of it was al so doubtless enhanced by the very fa ct that no other resea rcher,
no other member of th e intital Penn sylva ni a Dutc h
Folklore Center team, indeed no-one at all, save Profes .or Shoemaker, touched the file project while it was
underway. By the arne token, none of us, no one
who is re earcher in the new organization now that it
has transformed itself into The Pennsylvania Folklife
Society, ha felt qualified to adjust or change either
the Shoemaker system or his file.
On microfilm the reader finds then, the very items
of correspondence them elves: letters, poems, programs
and other mi scellanea people sent or delivered to A. L.
Shoemaker as they knew he gathered his material.
Much of that response and the sendi ngs to him, came in
answer to queries, articles or items he published in The
Pennsy lvania Dutchman or in Pennsylvania Folklije.
Still, a vast amount of it also flowed from his personal
contacts at the Kutztown Folk Festival, from the experimental Folk Seminar at Bynam Wood, and from such
mundane folk cultural contexts as jersommlinge or
Liars Club Contests or other simi lar occasions; there

"Der alt rodt-hoan he ee bo ," a
hoem er \~3
lamdlar!} ailed, played the pan
\\ n ebullient
elf. People laughed at him and \~ith him; the}
Jeered him a all- no\\ Ing pp nenl. But lhe) 3\\
hi unending ear h for fol\"i h Ilem , n ne t
In I nifi ant, none tOO ob ure. Wh erever he \\ent, "hate'er he did, all that h \\ rote - it e\ o \.. ed
mmcnt.
de ription and re olle tion of the Iden time In
rambling, neighbor! leller of imprc i\ e quantit}.
H i per ona l inten iew \\ ith Id Timer among hi
folk informant, parti ular!) in ob ure ba \.. -\\ a he
of the Dutch ou ntr, today pro \ ide inten e amount
of local color, elhni' identifi ation and fol
e\ ample.
Page a fler page a fter pa ge 0 f hurri ed note by
ucceed ea h o ther in the re ording on paper of oldtime tale . O ctoge narian and older re ount folk tradition and u tom from their yo uth. The roll
back the curtain of memory (u uall no talgi all ,
though ometim e painfull ) to b -go ne time, a 10 t or
di appearing heritage, and to decea ed member of their
family and friend . The rejoice in alue from th e
lo ng go ne pa t. Onl \ here a folk informant or o rre pond ent ha req ue ted anonymity do ou find a gap,
and that to bloc k out a nam e and / or addre \ hich
would reveal the co nfid e nce hi c h wa requ e ted.
It is not too formidable to ay that the a t majorit ,
ind eed near ninety per cent, of per on in 01 ed in
sto rie, lege nd s and even corre ponden ce, ha ve alread
died . Ind eed, by now, e e n the diffi cult time, uncomfo rtable ituations and, ye ,the eemingl unforgettab le pres ures, have pas ed and have been forgotten.
Thi s cho lar ly co ll ection, exerci e in pragmatic tenacity
whi ch it al 0 is, repre ent the ery be t in it fie ld.
It may well be incomparable . Indeed, a o ne of the
fo remost of the scholars in the fie ld (and fo rm er
associate of Dr. Shoe m aker) Profe or D octo r Don
Yoder claim s, thi Folk Cult ural Ind ex File may be
absolutely unique.
The File itself, File Cards and file drawers en masse,
came into the actual possessio n of Ursinu College
and of the Pennsyl ania Folkli fe Society which has
resided there si nce 1968, about two years after the
actual purchase of the Pennsylvania Folklife Society.
During some of that time, the Shoemaker File had
stood in ubterranean recesses and untended hallways
from the Fackenthal Library in Lancaster to the State
Museum in Harri sburg, where it obviously did
OT
belong. Eventually and by a devious route, it rejoined
the bulk of the Pennsylvania Folklife Society Collectio n
in its several locations on the Collegevi lle campus of
Ursinus College. In the Autumn of 1979 it was finally
moved to Room 301 Myrin Library into a usable
location. It resides there now. Given all that value,
the times of uncertainty and perilous existence, it
seems all the more appropriate that this marvelous
research aid, this finding tool par excellence, should
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now be made available on microfilm. It is here now
and copies may be purchased by anyone in the research
community near and far through this new edition.
Tho e dear friends and tireless researchers who have
already used it in person, are surely invited to continue to do so, and so may other qualified scholars
and research personnel. We are aware, of course,
that the microfilm edition, bring to our very doorstep
an entirely new clientele who may now find grist for
their grainsack in this multi-faceted fine-grinding mill.
These twenty reels of microfilm may well raise as
many questions as they provide an wers. As director
of the Archives of the Pennsylvania Folklife Society
Collection, Editor of Pennsylvania Folklife and Director
of the Pennsylvania German Studies Program of Ursinus
College, I shall exert myself to provide answers to all
uch questions, as they may arise. In general, we do
continue to add to the collections of the College and
of the Society, but since this Alfred L. Shoemaker
Folklife Index File is not now to be further changed
or emended, it seems high time to complete the microphotography.
Collegeville, PA
1 June 1981

William T. Par ons
Professor of History
Archivist, Pennsylvania
Folklife Society

tucularly those of volumes 8 through 12 will be relatively easy to obtain. We will start with the originals
in our own collections in Myrin Library and the Pennsylvania Folklife Society Archives. Once we determine
just how much copy may be put on a standard reel
of microfilm, the normal price of $15.00 per reel will
also apply.
Feel free to address inquires to:
Microfilm Edition,
PENNSYL VANIA FOLKLIFE
010 Nancy K. Gaugler
P.O. Box 92
Collegeville, P A 19426

The second conference on German-Americana in the
Eastern States will meet at York College, Pennsylvania,
7 & 8 November 1981. Individuals interested in participating should submit topic titles of 20-minute papers
on German-American subjects, to Steven M. Benjarrun,
Dept. of Modern Languages, Clarion State College,
Clarion, Pennsylvania 16214. Conference details or
mechanic may be had from Prof. Heinz L. Hosch,
Dept. of Humanities & Fine Arts, York College of PA,
York, PA 17405. Once again the expectation is that
conference proceedings will be published in the Society
for German-American Studies Occasional Papers.

PENNSYLVANIA FOLKLIFE ON MICROFILM
A second microfilming project which has been suggested to us by a substantial number of librarians,
a few researchers, several subscribers and whjch has been
very seriously considered by the members of our staff,
is a Microfilm Edition of PENNSYLVANIA FOLKLIFE (including The Pennsylvania Dutchman and The
Dutchman as well) especially Volumes 1 to 25, which
would be particularly served by Judith Fryer's 25- Year
INDEX. That we plan to do. Indeed we will do more,
for we intend to keep a Microfilm Edition current
and thus to publish each volume as soon as it, has
been completed, following customary procedures. The
market for this product seems to be quite considerable.
Planning has reached this stage: we intend to start
the filming process with intitial volumes, as soon as
final filming and technical adjustments have been made
in The Shoemaker Folk Cultural Files.
This will mean that even the hard to shelve and costly
to bind newspaper-format of volumes 1 to 3 can be
treated relatively simply, while the scarce issues, par-
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EXHIBIT AT THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES
FAMILY RECORDS
Inter persed among billions of pages of federal documents at the National Archives are records of a distinctly personal nature. They detail the lives of a
variety of people whose storie somehow became incorporated into official government files. "A Matter
of Identity: Chronicles of the Family in the National
Archive," a major exhibition that opens at the Archives July 30, features a (ascinating sampling of these
unusual records.
The National Archives and Records Service i administered by the U.S. General Services Admini tration,
in Washington, D.C.
Twenty hand-written and hand-painted family record
(illuminated manuscripts) that record births, bapti ms,
marriages, and deaths are the highpoint of the exhibit. Most are charmingly decorated with hearts,
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Family Register made for William and
Ann Latourette Degroot.
In k and
watercolor on paper. 39.2 x 31 em.,
by an unidentified artist. Drawn most
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tulips, and birds and they are written in an embellished
style, in either German or English, They have been
called "brilliant leaves on American family trees" by
Monroe Fabian of the Smithsonian Institution, a consultant to the exhibition. "Executed for their original
owners as statements of the truths of faith ahd family,
they were passports of social and religious affiliation."
These examples of 18th and 19th century American
folk art were culled from the Archives' Revolutionary
War files of pension and bounty land applications.
Submitted by veterans or their families as proof of
identity in making claims for federal benefits, the records belonged to families from New England, Delaware, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and North Carolina.
While illuminated manuscripts or "frakturs," as those
written in German are called, are a partIcularly charming part of the. show, the exhibition includes many
other interesting documents that suggest the variety of
stories available in government records. Among the
items:
A letter in support of writer Bret Harte's candidacy
for the post of U.S. commercial agent in Prussia.
Author of the celebrated short story "The Outcasts
of Poker Flats," Harte's literary career had declined
dramatically by 1878 when the letter was sent. Writing on his behalf, a friend describes Harte as the
"Thackeray of American literature" and as "shy as
a school girl." The letter says that while Harte is
uniquely qualified, he is "broken down by labors too
severe" and can profit from a "milder climate where
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he will not be subject to the tonures of poverty."
An 1857 le~ter to President Buchanan written by a
Japanese who made his way to the U.S. after being
cast off a fishing vessel. The young man recounts
his longing to return to his own country, but only
with U.S. protection. Only recently opened to the
West, Japan was fearful of foreign inf1uenc~. "Foreign" included a national who had spent unauthorized
time abroad, regardless of the extenuating circumstances.
A government form filled out by comedian Will
Rogers giving a listing of his Cherokee Indian ancestors. Rogers sought a share of certain lands given
to the Cherokees by a U.S. court.
A .love letter to Mary Kerby from her sweetheart
William Holmes, written about 1778, in which he tells
her "I am not smoothly spoken but you shall find
me true." Widows and children of Revolutionary War
veterans could obtain monetary benefits if they could
prove their relationship to soldiers. A letter such as
this served as evidence.
An undated letter in which Gen. Benedict Arnold
orders his men to proceed to Crown Point, N.Y.,
to gather intelligence on the enemy and to search a
nearby cellar for a "large Quarter Cask of Madeira"
wine which Arnold had left there. Veterans without
commission papers or discharges submitted anything
that might be considered evidence of service, such as
this letter from the file of Ebenezer Bearce from
Massachusetts.
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A an example of how biographical or family reearch i done u ing only federal records, exhibit
coordinator Christina Rudy Smith took a name, randomly elected from the record s of the Freedman 's
Bureau , and traced it from 1790 through 1900 for the
exhibition . She turned up a wealth of family information, and much of it i on display.
The exhibition wa produced by the Office of Publi c
Program and Exhibit. It wa prepared by Christina
Rudy Smith under the direction of Caryl Mar h, curator
of exhibitions and re earch , and Philip C . Brooks,
Jr. , acting director of the Education Divi ion . It
wa de igned by Guy chum , director of the Design
Division .
Hour are 10 a .m . to 9 p.m., every day of the
week . The exhibit will be on view indefinitely . Ad mI ssIon i free . The Archive i at 8th treet and
Con titution Avenue N.W., Wa hington, D.C.
Walk -in tours will be given Monday through Frida y
at 10:30 a.m. For peciali zed tour, telephone tacy
Bredhoff of the Archives volunteer office: (202) 523-3183 .

The last weekend in September and the fir t weekend
in October, a i their cu tom, Die Huffa Karrich
Spiel-Lei/, all of whom are member of the unday
School at Huffs Church, PA , will present their 1981
rendition on the stage. It is Clarence lob t's En
Quart Millich un en Halb Beint Rahm. The usual
delightful cast of experienced player will thrill and
entertain you in this classical Penn ylvania Dutch
play, now more than a half-century old. Thi situation comedy in dialect was first pre ented in Emmaus
(then Emaus) PA. Carl Arner again directs the production. Do check for specific dates and how-time
in the Chapel Auditorium at Huff's Church, just acros
the street from the sanctuary ·and the Old Churchyard.

Since a number of our readers have inquired about
religious experiments among the Pennsylvania Germans
as well as concerning the experimental societies (and
we understand some subscribers are indeed completing
research on such projects) we were pleased to hear
of the most recent accomplishments of Doctor Karl
J.F. Arndt, from Worcester, MASS. He has produced
.several volumes on the Harmony Society of George
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Rapp, from OrIgInS in Wtirtem berg through idealist
struggles and Pennsylvania settlement. He called hi s
first volume: George Rapp 's Separatists 1700-1803
and the second, a story of life in western Pennsylvania, with petitions, migration li sts and the like in
German and English, Harmony on the Connoquen(?ssing 1804-1814. His volumes on the Indiana Decade
(1814- 1824) were published in 1975 and 1978. For
more infermation on all of them, consult with Professor Arndt by mail.
So enthu sed has Karl J. F. Arndt become, that he
moved the authorities to agree to reactivate the Harmony Society Press itself, in order to assure publication . A noted before, further detail s and information
about the books are all available from Professor K.J .F.
Arndt, Dept. of German, Clark University, Worcester,
MASS 01610 . The Harmony Press publications are
limited editions, so interested parties should take action
earl y on. When sold out, the limited editions are gone.

A note of special interest to those friends who inquired at Folk Festival and by mail and phone, we have
been mo t fortunate to make another small purchase
of items originally publi hed by and for the former
Penna Dutch Folklore Center, now the Pennsylvania
Folklife Society. These few books, less than a dozen
of each variety, in hard cover, will be sent while they
last to those cu tomers who enclose purchase money
to cover the request and $2.00 postage and handling
for priority mailing for each item ordered. Books and
prices are: A. L. Shoemaker, Christmas in Pennsy lvania
- $15.00 each; Don Yoder, Pennsy lvania Spirituals $20.00 each; A . L. Shoemaker, Pennsylvania Barns $28.50 each. We know that all the books are out of
print and the likelihood of reprinting i virtually nil.
Prices under those circumstance go upwards only. A
number of these came from unexpected ources and
most are in mint or virtually mint condition.
Since our most recent shipment and re-binding set
of the Christma books and Pennsylvania Spirituals
sold out just six weeks after the notice appeared
in the recent AIdes un Neies, we do not expect these
to survive in our hands very much longer. If you are
in the market, get yours while you can. We ell on a
strictly first ordered, first delivered ba i. Remember
to add $2.00 for each book for Fir t Cia s/ Priority
Mail. Make checks payable to: Pennsylvania Folklife Society.
Send your request to: Nancy K. Gaugler
P.O. Box 92
Collegeville, PA 19426

PENNSYLVANIA FOLKLIFE 0

IETY

ARCHIVES COLLECTIO

30 I yri n Li brary
Ursinu College
Collegeville, Pa .
19426
Welcome to the Archi es Collection of the Penn sylvania Fo lklife Society. We are hou sed in Room
301 Myrin Library at Ursinus College, Collegeville,
Pa. The Collection, a result of so me thirty years
of accumulation, donation and purchase , includes old
and local books and imprints. It also contains man y
documents, records and manuscripts, so me photographs and color slides, audio-tape cassettes and other
materials pertinent to the Pennsylvania German (popularly called the Pennsylvania Dutch) settlements of
Pennsylvania and neighboring areas. These materials
are supplemented by printed sources about the Pennsylvania Germans and similar materials on other groups
for comparative study done by various societies and
organizations in the United States and Europe.
The Pennsylvania Folklife Society Archives Collection functions as a research center for all facets of
history and culture of the Pennsylvania Germans,
but especially for the folklife, folk culture and all that
these encompass. In the Myrin Library the scholar
may consult the Alfred L. Shoemaker File, a unique
index to folk-cultural information explicitly about
museums or cultural-historical collections. It consists
of 80,000 cross-reference cards listing information from
books, journals and newspapers . In addition, abstracted information from thousands of folk-cultural
informants' interviews, letters and other comments is
to be found in the files. The letters and interview
notes may be used , also, for research purposes.
Photographs, color slides and audio-tape cassettes
of activities in the Pennsylva nia Dutch Country are
another useful part of the collection to be found in
Room 301. A personality card file has been begun
which documents names, fa milies, points of origin and
locations of American settlements having thousands
of Pennsylvania German migrants.
The Archives of the Pennsylvania Folklife Society
in Room 301 Myrin Library are open regularly on
Monday afternoons of the school term betv,'een 2:00

Hour:
onda 2:00-4:
during chool term or b
appointment Tues. - Fri.
9: 15 am - 4 :00 pm .

p.m.

and 4:00 p.m. or at other time by pe ial arrangement in ad ance . Inquirie hould be dire ted to:
Professo r illiam T. Par on,
Pennsyl ania Folklife ocielY
Box 92,
College ille, Pa . 19426

rchi ist

COLLECTIO

Charles R . Roberts Manuscript Collection
Account books, ledgers, order book and other
bound manuscri pt items (1762-1818), especially
those of Peter Rhoads and Frederick Schenkel;
letters and document s 1756-1875, including orne
correspondence of the Reverend Abraham Blumer
(1736-1822) .
Walter Boyer Collection
Books, pamphlets and prints in German and English; Rhineland and Pennsylvania imprints, on
the history, dialect, folk culture and heritage
of the Pennsylvania German s, including some
items purchased by Boyer from the earlier Henry
S. Bornemann Collection.
William T. Parsons - Evan S. Snyder Cassette Collection
Audio-tape cassettes of Fersommlinge, Karrichedinscht and other program use of Pennsylfawnisch
Deitsch (the Pennsylvania German Dialect); interviews and commentary in Deitsch and English;
Folk Culture and Oral Hi story from Pennsylvania
Dutch Studies Classes at Ursinus; Rhineland and
Pennsylvania Dutch Folksongs.
William T. Parsons Color Slide Collection
Approximately 750 slides of items, artifacts, locations and personalities in the Pennsylvania Dutch
Country, reflecting the heritage of the Pennsylvania Germans; slides of German and Swiss locations from which these travelers emigrated.
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The Festival and its Sponsorship
The Kutztown Folk Festival is sponsored by the Pennsylvania Folklife Society, a
nonprofit educational corporation affiliated with U RSINUS COLLEGE, Collegeville , Pennsylvania . The Society's purposes are threefold: First, the demonstrating
and displaying of the lore and folkways of the Pennsylvania Dutch through the
annual Kutztown Folk Festival; second , the collecting, studying , archiving and
publishing the lore of the Dutch Country and Pennsylvania through the publication of PENNSYLVANIA FOLKLIFE Magazine ; and third, using the proceeds
for scholarships and general educational purposes at URSINUS COLLEGE.

FOR THE FOLK FESTIVAL BROCHURE WRITE TO:

Pennsylvania Folklife Society
College Blvd. & Vine, Kutztown, Bt. 19530

